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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1965

Veteran Of Viet Nam
Grateful To Be Back

Charges Against Wife Of
Disk Jockey Dismissed

Tommy L. Mister, 23-year-old Nam. He changed his mind
son of Rev. and Mrs. T. B. Mis- when he heard the first shots.
nothing else, and the only re.
ter of 1491 Merlin St., had more "The Viet Cong have thousistance she offered to being
*hen the average Memphian to sands of ways of getting you,
arrested stemmed from her
We grateful for when he sat he recalled. "They have sent
wish to leave the house in that
down to his Thanksgiving din- young children among Americondition,
ner last Thursday.
can soldiers, armed with grenMrs. Barbara Garner, it. ner came out of a bedroom, she'DOCTOR TESTIFIES
The 1960 graduate of Booker ades. Sometime they put slivwife of WDIA disc asked, "What the hell are you
T. Washington High school had ers of glass in soft drinks, so
jockey Robert "lioney moon" doing in my house?" and be- . Both Robert Garner, and his
just returned from Viet Nam, it was not safe to drink it.
Garner was freed of charges fore they had chance to an- brother, Ruddy Garner, 15, tes"One time soldiers in my:
of disorderly conduct and re- swer, she added, that, "If you tified that the officers pushed
unit killed two 12-foot cobras
sisting arrest when she appear- don't get out, I'll get you out." their way into the house withwhich had been turned loose
ed in City Court on Tuesday, The officers said that they out being invited.
near our tents.
Nov. 23 before Judge Bernie Informed Mrs. Garner that she Dr. Odis Strong, who exaitn"We knew that this was the
Weinman.
was being disorderly, and that ed Mrs. Garner on the day afwork of the Viet Cong, because
But Asst. City Atty. Joseph if she did not calm down, they ter she was arrested, said her
these snakes were not native
Canale objected to the airing would arrest her for disorder- body was covered with bruises
to the area.
of testimony about what hap- ly conduct.
which indicated that she had re"Another snake that we had
pened to the mother of nine Officer Cross said that she ceived a severe beating, and
to be on the watch for was the
children
after
she
was
booked
that his examination revealed
little bamboo viper. It was said LEAVING CITY COURT — Mrs. Barbara
front, from left, are Robert Garner, 14; and at Armour Station and carried ran into a bedroom, and that she
had been manually molesthe followed her because he did
that if it bit you, all that you
Garner, ber husband, Robert "Honeymoon"
Ruddy Garner, IS. who testified in their to a cell on the night of Nov.
ed
in a manner which she denot know whether she had gone
could do was just get comfort- Garner her two sons and attorneys are
mother's behalf. On back row, from left, 11.
scribed,
and which she said ocfor a weapon.
able and prepare to die, it was seen leaving City C01111 after charges of reare Atty. J. 0. Patterson, Jr., Mrs. Garner,
Mrs. Garner's charges that ARRESTED SON
curred after Patrolman Cross
so deadly. But we were fortu- sisting arrest and disorderly conduct filed
Mr. Garner and Ails. Truvillus Hall. (MLR she was severely beaten after
took her to a cell at Armour
nate In our unit to have a solagainst her were dismissed. Standing in
being arrested at her home at The patrolmen said that Gar- Station,
Photo)
dier who had an uncanny abilner
refused
to
go
with
them
2814 Armistead, Mr. Camila
ity to spot those snakes, desaid, are being investigated by and had to be dragged from Atty. Patterson attempted to
spite the fact that they were
the Police Department as well the house and placed in the show during the trial that more
surroundgreen and would be
squad car. While they were than the normal time elapsed
as the FBI.
green
vegetation," he reed by
from the time Mrs. Garner was
TOMMY MISTER
Mrs. Garner was represented trying to subdue her, the officalled.
during the trial by Atty. J. 0. cers said Robert Garner inter- carried to Armour station unFood was a major problem
fered and that they then re- til her son was transported to
and managed to get out of that
Patterson, Jr.
Juvenile Court by the two pocountry before the division he or the soldier stationed in Viet
Accused of brutally heating turned to the house and placed
Nam,
Mr.
Mister
said.
The
only
licemen.
had been serving with suffered
Mrs. Garner and molesting af- him under arrest.
in
the
area
in
time
troops
a number of casualties in
ter taking her to a cell at the When Mrs. Garner testified, At the conclusion of the case,
he
was
serving
would
which
fighting the Viet Cong.
jail was Patrolman J. E. Cross. she said that the officers came which lasted about two hours,
"I though I was not going In get fresh food would be on the Manassas High school will The contestants are Misses Robert C. Clark, Ir., Mrs. Leti- Atty. Patterson asked that his into her home, walked down the Judge Weinman said it
was his
refrigerator.
when
a
rare
time
make it back, he said, "but it
face a tough ,opponent when it Jacqueline McCauley of 4896 ha Poston, Mrs. Gertrude personnel file be brought to hall, and was invited to come opinion that the officers were
must have been God's will. ship would arrive.
back to the living room to dis- legally at the house, "but I feel
school
of
Peace
rd.,
a
student
at
Father
Dukes,
Mrs.
Maurice
Carver
High
Tate,
some
of
his
past
meets
court,
to
cite
"If it had been peacetime," Other times, he said, the : Tupelo, Miss., in the 27th an- Bertrand High school; Geral- Mrs. Mary L. Washington, deeds, but this was not allow- cuss their reason for being that the incident
got out of
he said, "I would probably troops ate C-rations from cans.1 nual Blues Bowl Game on Fri- dine Seay, 1046 Speed, Owen ,.lames Dawson, Leonard Mitch. ed.
there.
hand."
Now that he Is back home,
have reenlisted. But it's too
One officer asked her to use
Melrose college; Annette Counts, Hen- ell, Sam Qualls, John Tate and OFFICERS TESTIFY
3,
at
night,
Dec.
day
the young soldier is making
rough over there now."
Patrolman Cross and his the phone, she said, and when ENOUGH PUNISHMENT
State High school, with kick-off derson Business college, of Charles Washburn.
Before his enlistment of two plans to enter Memphis
Patrolman
M. L. she told them that there wasn't He added that he found some
partner,
7:30.
1064
Neptune;
and
Eva
Scheduled
for
Smith,
seyears expired, he was stationed university when the second
Christopher, testified that they one in the house, the policeman evidence of disorderly conduct,
The City Champion Tigers Mitchell High school, 415 Elder
major
will
Meister
begins.
He
an engineer outfit attachwent to the Garner home after confirmed walking down the but that he considered the time
will be facing a team which has rd.
ed to the First•Cavatry Dfvision,m political seieece and minor scored 349 points in a perfect Also Misses Dorothy Brown
being told of a disturbance at hall, looking in rooms where Mts. Garner spent in jail was
said.
he
music,
In
at An Khe, helping to clear
the address by the dispatcher. her children had gone to bed, sufficient punishment, and the
10-game season, while allowing 1259 Hamilton; and Barber,'
Since returning home, he has
jungle areas.
After arriving at the home, and it was then that she charges were dismissed.
Gardener, 1899 Marjorie, both
his
old
letters
from
received
discharwas
who
Mister,
Mr.
students
at
Melrose
High
the two officers said they were brought up the subject of the Both
have
told
they
comrades,
and
officers admitted that
private
of
the
rank
with
ged
school; Francis Ross, Manasadmitted into the living room search warrant.
they found no evidence in a di,first class, said he thought that him they are having a much
sas;
Alice
Garner,
14,
She
said
the
officer
said
he
and
Alexander,
2030
by
Robert
who
they found no eivdence of a dishe was headed for good duty rougher time over there since
Warren, of Hamilton High
then went and informed his mo- didn't need one. At that time, turbance.
No one has been able
when he left Fort Campbell, he left the unit in early Novemshe said she had on a shorty to learn
school.
ther that they were there.
who placed the call.
., last summer, for Viet ber.
Vice chairmen of the beneHe said that when Mrs. Gar- pajama top, sailor pants, and
In an earlier statement, it
fit game are Will Taylor, Mowas claimed that the two offies Adams, Mrs. Jana Porter,
cers had passed the Garner
Mrs. Frank Scott, Mrs. Mamie
home on the previous day and
Hulbert, Mrs LaBlanche Jack
had become angry when one of
son, 0. W. Pickett, W. C. Wea
the young children pointed a
thers, Robert Jackson, Denio
candy pistol at the squad car.
Hearn, Mrs. Ruth Perry ano
In court, the two men said
W; W. Walker.
they had never seen the family
Also Mrs. E. Stidhum, Mrs
About 50 volunteers are work- Philander Smith in Arkansas; before the incident on the night
E. Townsend, James Smith, J.
Final rites for Mrs. Narinie with her regular church scheing for the current United Ne- Tougaloo in Mississippi; Xavier of Nov. 11.
Mitchell, Leroy Shavers, Louis
DOROTHY BROWN
gro College Fund campaign in and Dillard in Louisiana, and A complaint was filed with
Marsh German, a member of dule, Mrs. German was active
Carter, Dr. John E. Jordan,
the Memphis area, it was an- Tailadega, Oakwood, Stillman the Memphis branch of the
the nursing staff of E. H. in the Sunday school and the
nounced this week by the gen- and Tuskegee in Alabama. All NAACP charging brutality
Crump Memorial hospital, were Epworth League at Mt. Pisgah,
on
eral chairman of the drive, of the member colleges are pri- the day following the
held last Sunday afternoon at and organized a youth club. She
incident.
vate and accredited.
Squire H. T. Lockard.
Mt. Pisgah CME church, with was also a member of the
A national goal of $5 million
the pastor, Rev. D. S. Cunning- Faithful Few Auxiliary of the
Also working in behalf of the
BARBARA GARDNER
church.
ham, delivering the eulogy.
campaign are scores of teach- has been set this year by UNMrs. German, wife of Leon She belonged to the Chi Eta
,ers in city and county schools, CF headquarters in New York
German, Sr.. of 1589 Shadow- Phi Nursing sorority, the
along with the four "Miss City. If the goal is reached,
member colleges will receive allawn St., a social studies teach- League of Nurses and was an
YORK — (UPI) — The i pletely and totally . . . and in UNCF" contestants at LeMoyne
NEW
most twice the amount they are
er at Manassas High school, outstanding member of the
opened its anarchy case the process of smashing the College.
state
receiving from the fund.
died suddenly at Crump hospi- Memphis chapter of the TuskeReport meetings for volunteer now
against William Epton, Harlem state, we are going to have to
RECEIVED $55,000
tal about 2 P.M. on Thanks- gee Alumni Association.
leader of the Progressive La- kill a lot of these cops, a lot of workers will be held on TuesLeMoyne received about
giving Day, while in the hos- SURVIVORS
Movement, by playing tape these.judges, and we'll have to day nights at 7:30 in the faculty
bor
$55,000 from UNCF last year as
'Val for a check-up. She was a Aside from her husband, she
recordings allegedly made of go up against their army," the lounge on the Lemoyne campus.
compared to the $16,000 raised
is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
said.
the
tape
voice
on
durEpton haranguing a crowd
825,000 GOAL
in the Memphis area for the Mrs. Callie Lentz
Annie Belle German Wilson,
Stevens,
ing the Harlem riots.
The drive continues through fund.
Huntsville, Ala.; a son, Leon
Epton's attorney, Mrs. Elaprincipal of Florida ElemenHe is charged under an obLoekard
said
this
Squire
described
the
goal is $25,000.
German, Jr., a student at
nor Jackson Piel,
Dec. 31 and
tary school, will be the guest
scure law with trying to overEpton in her opening remarks UNCF is a national fund-raising week: "Every freedom-loving narrator of fashions at "L'
Boggs Academy at Keysville,
throw the government of New
this
contribute
to
citizen
should
colleges,
Dato
right
33
member
grandchildren,
Jo
who
wanted
agency
for
as a man
Ga.; two
Apres Midi de The," an affair
York state by force, and incitan injustice through peaceful including LeMoyne, Lane, Fisk Important and valuable proj- given by the Manassas High
vid Wilson and Altha Germaine
ing to riot.
Tennessee;
ect."
Knoxville
in
a
and
Huntsville;
and
means.
Wilson, of
school PTA on Sunday, Dec. 5,
The tape recording, in two
brother, Fred H. Marsh of New
from 4 to 6 in the school audipolice
by
made
parts,
was
•
City.
York
torium.
while Epton allegedly tried to
Active pallbearers were
Highlighting the affair will be
incite a mob to riot on July 18,
Jesse Small, E. B. Davis Bowgorgeous models and beautiful
1964. He was arrested five days
ens, Grant Parham, W. S. Larfashions worn by such profeslater while allegedly leading a
kins and Hayes Stanback.
sional models as 011ie Williams,
mob on a police station.
Interment was in New Park
a New York model; Unis CarMeCAlULET
cemetery. R. S. Lewis and JACQUELINE
"We will take our freedom,"
ruthers and Judy Eiland.
*ins Funeral home was in
the recording said. "We will
A number of Manassas teachcharge of final arrangements. its opponents scratch through take it by any means necesers will participate in the
- — with only 34 points.
sary.
modeling, and the group inTupelo's. Carver was only
free,
cludes Maxine Stewart, Rose
scored on in three games, while "If we are going to be
fully
free
aviness, Vashti Crowder, Marscores in others ranged from and we will not be
corntha C. Dixon, Zetta Brown,
81 to 0 against Tishimingo to until we smash the state
Betty J. Letcher, Jo Ann M. Os12 to ,0 against Starksville.
di MRS. NANNIE GERMAN
borne, Shady L. Parker, Valrie
Clarksdale made the best showD. Hollowell, Cora J. Lewis,
liratient on the floor on which The Magnolia Barksdale Civic ing against the team in losing
Mrs. Evelyn Barbee, cafeteria
she served at the time of ler Club of the Magnolia-Barksdale 28 to 20.
manager; and Miss Deborah
death, and had been admitted community is endeavoring to The Blues Bowl game is
Thomas.
there on Wednesday.
make a survey that will justify sponsored by the Elks of MemFashion coordinators are Mrs..
A native of Memphis, Mrs. the need for a Daycare Center phis and honors. the memory
German attended Melrose. was In their community. Such a of the late W. C. Handy, "FaF. Taylor and Mrs. .1. If. Hill.
T.
Booker
graduated from
Music will be furnished by Mrs.
program can be organized and ther of the Blues." Lt. George
Washington High school and re- implemented under the Federal W. Lee is the general chairman CHATTANOOGA, Tern. —
Carolyn E. Garner and Mrs.
U.S.
ceived her nurse training at Government's Anti - Poverty, of the event, Frank Scott and (UPI) — The wife of a
Bennie E. Wilson.
Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. Act, providing the people of Maurice Hulbert chairmen. and serviceman released by the
Mrs. Lucille Price, president
at
comment
graduate
work
She did
their community establish such Mrs. Claudette Collier secre- Viet Cone refused to
of the Parent-Teacher Associaat
said
he
university
and
husband
on why her
New York
tary.
a need.
tion, says that the annual aftimes served on the staff of hos- This free service will be Each Christmas, the Elks wants to return home to lead
fair will climax the year's memand
New
marches.
York
War
New
pitals in
bership drive.
available to all citizens in the use the money raised at the anti-Viet Nam
Jersey.
community, children 18 months game to buy hundreds of bags "It's been so long since I've
The expected goal is $2,000.
EXTENSIVE SERVICE
to five years of age, living in of food for the needy of Mem- seen him, I just wouldn't want
and funds will be used to buy
Mrs. German has served as the area bound by Parkway phis, and city trucks are used to say," said Mrs. Rita Mcuniforms for the Manassas High
a public health nurse in Mem- west to Dunn avenue, and to transport the groceries.
Clure, wife of Spec, 4 Claude
pal of A. II Hill Elementary School, was band and for other general exLAUNCH UNCF CAMPAIGN — Squire H
phis, was on the staff of John: South Airways to Hays Road MOW. SEEK TITLE
D. McClure of Chattanooga.
last year's chairman. Dr. Gibson, chairman penses.
T. Lockard (center), general chairman of
During the halftime, a young
Gaston hospital for 1'4 years, west.
McClure was sent to Viet
M r ,s.
Josephine Colbert,
of the division of natural science at I,ecampaign
in
the
College
Fund
Negro
United
and taught practical nursing at People interested in this proj- gill will be crowned queen of Nam in July 1963, only nine
Moyne College. was kickoff speaker for the chairman of the project, says A
the Memphis area, discusses first stage of
Booker T. Washington High ect should coniaet Mr. Williawis the Blues Bowl. Some eight days after they were married.
arse turnout is expected.
current campaign.
the drive with Or. Walter W. Gibson (right)
H. Parish, president of the civ- girls are presently competing
OFhoot for seven years.
The public is invited.
and George H. Clark Jr. Mr. Clark, princlSee Page 2
for the title.
W Before her duties interfered ic club, at. 272-2993.
• •

Time In Jail Ruled
Enough Punishment

Tigers Face Tough Tupelo
Team In Blues Bowl Game

Ilk

Mrs. Nannie German
Dies; Veteran Nurse

50 Volunteers Aid
In UNCF Campaign

'

Anarchy Case Against
ar em Leacer upens

Civic Club
Seeks To Set
Up Kindergarten

Cong-Freed
GI In 'War'
On Viet War

Principal Will
Narrate For
Fashion Show
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Cong-Freed
GI In 'War'
On Viet Ware

releteil

Continued From Page 1
She has not

seen

him since.

Mrs. McClure, who will be
23 next month, said she has received only one letter frbm her
husband since be was captured
about two years ago.
When asked if the letter contained an indication he would
decide to lead anti-Viet Nam
marches, she refused comment.
She said the letter contained
, "personal 'things."

BOMBING BRINGS SOLIDARITY

to

New Trouble For Jim Brown

daughter Brenda, it, (right) is expecting. Brown, earlier this year was ac
Cleveland Browns fullback Jim Brown was named in a paternity suit filed by
Roy Wilkins, national NAACP executive secretary, joined
Last week, when told of an
quitted of assault charges involving the teenager. (I. PI file photos)
Mrs. Barbara Ayers (left). The suit charged that he fathered a child her
Mayor Stan Brookshire of Charlotte, N.C. (center) and
announcement by Saigon radio Kelly Alexander, state NAACP president, in a protest
PATERNITY SUITS
that
her husband would be remeeting condemning last week's racial bombings that
damaged the homes or four Negro leaders. (UPI Tele- leased, Mrs. McClure said she
thought he wanted to be a caphoto)
reer soldier. She said last
CAPE KENNEDY - (LIP!) an on-schedule opening for the vous pilots Walter Shira and
March would have been time
A threat to Saturday's Gem- four-man cosmic doubleheader Thomas Stafford Nvill be launch'
Read Your TRI-STATE, It's GREAT! for him to re-enlist, but he was ini 7 launch date was eased that may widen America's lead ed in pursuit at 8:34 a.m. CST!
Dec. 13.
being held captive at the time Stiiiterday, boosting chances for in manned spaceflight.
1
Barring bad weather or snags One possible hitch in the
in final launch preparations, ambitious schedule was believ.
Choice of Stereo or HI-FII
Gemini 7 astronauts Frank ed cleared up Monday after an
Borman and James Lovell around-the-clock series of test
•
should be rocketed into space ing, meetings and more testing. W h
at 1:30 P.M. CST Saturday to The trouble involved an elecstirt a record 14-day orbital trical "bug" found Sunday in .
voyage.
the intricate Gemini 7 guidance
12-inch, Long Playing
•
If launch teams can perform system when engineers examinan unprecedented space shot ed data from a 15-hour simulat&at
om
"turn around," Gemini 6 rendez- ed flight test held Saturday.
1965 ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
and STAR of "MARY POPPINS" and
downtown and union 11%P.
CLEVELAND - Browns' Atty. Minor, reacting to the
THE "SOUND OF MUSIC" SINGS...
fullback Jim Brown has denied latest charge, said "physicians
-The Bells of Christmas," -The Christmas Song"
charges that he' is the father of testified in the June hearing
and "Rocking" (Little Jesus, Sweetly Sleep)
a child that 38-year-old Brenda that they had examinel Miss
Ayers at the hospital only 14
Ayers expects in February.
.....
fashion specialists in sizes
hours after the sex act was supBrown was named In a pa- posed to have taken place,.
onii,ots
18 to 60 and 161
July
/
2 to 327/2
ternity suit filed in Cuyahoga found no evidence to sup
,
It RkMtV•st
County Juvenile Court by the the alleged activity."
rniiklits
"
1
Mil'au,
mother of the teenager, Mrs. During the trial.
..,skrek(4.
Brown's
SINGS..."It Came Upon A Midnight Clear"
Barbara Ayers. It was the sec-,
pretty wife, Sue, mother of their
and "Have Yourself A Merrylittle Christmas"
ond suit filed this year against three girls, had listened
from
Brown by Mrs Ayers.
the crammed spectators' secLast spring she charged the tion of the courtrocm as the star
professional football player with fullback branded "completely
assault and battery against her false" the charges brought by
daughter. But Brown was ac- the teenage girl. He said he was
quitted of that charge by a testifying because he wanted to
municipal court jury.
tell the world his side of the
The latest allegations come story.
SINGS,,-') Wonder As I Wander- and
at a time when the sports star The jury acquitted Brown after
"Joy to the World"
is being widely acclaimed for approximately one hour and
his skill as a football player. fifteen minutes deliberation and
His picture appeared on the a record ten days of testimony.
cover of last week's Time Magazine along with a four-page
story.,
00
Atty. Norman, Minor, counsel
Limit
for Brown said, "This is the
one per
very height of brazenry in, my
Customer
opinion. Brown has firmly deniSINGS..."Angels We Have Heard On High"
ed any sexual act with the girl.
and "Ave Maria"
And the other trial intlicaed
that her testimony was not believable. Her testimony was rejected, and she was shown to be
lying under oath. Why didn't
MENARD, 111. - (UPI)-An
they say something about her
official of a prison guards unien
pregnancy in that trial?"
"This was timed in a malici- said Monday that a homosexuous sort of way to detract from al problem and laxity irispired
him at the height of his fame, at by clergymen and soci;ilogist,
a time when Time Magazine and may have been contributirr„:
the newspapers are comment- causes to last Tuesday's blood%
ins on his feats on the gridiron. riot at the state penitentialMrs. Ayers and whoever is ad- here.
vising her are being guided by William Rednour, president
some ulterior and sinister mo- of a Menard guards' local of
tive."
the American Federation of
During the assault trial in State, County and Municipal
July, Brown denied the 18-year- Employees, AFL-CIO, said:
old drop-out's accusations that "We have gone so heavy on
he slapped and beat her during education (at the prison) that
an all night motel date on June we have lost sight of security."
20.
He said the "clergy and solovely nylon slips
Ile told a jury of seven wom- ciologists are interfermg someen and five men that he had what with security" at the priTUBELESS
-,.
••,
il-_L
P"
mWeu MCI
.
In sizes 42 to 52
tried to be helpful to Brenda at son.
7tBLACKWS
7
trade-in
_"
y.
the request of her mother. The Rednour said the prison chapgirl, reported to be a problem lains
$15.80 $14.30 812.87
60013
and sociologists are too
each
In school, testified that she had liberal in
handing out passes
17.15
15.40
13.86
!been asked by school authorities to inmates
6.50-13
who wish to vim,
7,50-14(7.75•14)
to drop out of her classes.
&manfully
taislip
RIGHT:
tricot
nylon
20.45
LEFT:
18.45
their
offices to discuss their IV
16.61
6 2015(7.25- 16)
Brown said he had terminated
.
.
.
panel
with
shadow
CHARGE
I PAY ONLY
8.00.14 (8.25 14)
lored nylon tricot slip with
their two-month relationship, liginus or personal problems.
23.10
20.85
18.77
7.10-15(8.15-15)
loco end net trim . . . full front shadow panel
adding he had not been intimate "If an inmate is sincere in
8,50.14 (8.55.14)
050.00 46 per mo.
black.
his religious beliefs, he will
white
or
25.35
22.85
20.57
7.615(8.45-15)
with her.
.. . choose white, pink or
give up a (movie) show or a
80015(8.8515)
75.00 7 per mo.
The
National Football League
black.
28.85
26.10
82015
slues 54 to 80 5.00
23.49
recreation period to visit the
star also told the jury the young
95.00 9 per ,no,
chaplain," Rednour said.
Add $2.25 Per Tire for WHITEWALLS
woman had continued to pursift wrapped FREE
ani 5.45w too on your car
sue him until the fateful morn- "Rendour said, "there are
ing when she came to the motel quite a few (homosexuals) here.
MAIL ORDICRIf add Sar postage pitm St6 for Tennessee
where he bad established a re- Some don't have it on their recPriced as shown at Firestone Stores; competitively priced at
&Awry.
treat for himself and his wife. ords.
Firestone Dealers and at all service stations displaying the firestone sign.
He said he had finally admitted
Miss Ayers to the room and TEX. XMAS PARADE
talked to her for about an hour. TOMBALL, Tex.
- (UPI) but then gave her five dollars The Chamber of Commerce of
shop Catherine's.
for cab fare and left the hotel to Tomball announced
a Christmeet friends.
• after-Thanksgiving
POWERFUL
mas Parade for Dec. 4 and inIn her testimony Miss Ayers vited merchants to provide
SEARCHLIGHT
claimed to have been sexually floats and decorations were
III Each
BEAM
intimate with Brown on about volunteered.
eight occassions, and twice on The only trouble is, Tomball
• 4.way push button switch
the date of the alleged beating. Is only 10 blocks long.
• It floats
Iwo per
of Fall fashion.
• Unbreakable plastic case
customer
•Two-tone
Starts Sat. Dec. 4th0
Additional
•Heavy-duty rubber
1
2 and 18 to 52
sizes 101/. to 32/
• Batteries extra
• Fits most cars
mats
One Big Week!!!
Limit two per customer
•Black, white, blue, green, red
$2.50 each
Additional lanterns $1.118 each,

Gemini 7 Double Shot Due Saturday
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Brenda Ayers • •
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Teen-Ager's Mother Says Girl
To Have Child In February
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FOREST CITY,
ARK,
513 E. Broadway
PHONE ME 2666

'1030 LINDEN
Lind.,, Circle
Ph. 275-3181
Open Daily? A.M.-7A.M,
Monday 7 A.M.•9A.M.
Sat- 7 A.M. to 6 P.M,

JACKSON,'TENN.
301 Lalayere•
427-5578

T•rnporary Location

606 S. HIGHLAND
PHONE 323.26211
Open Daly
7 A.M. -6 P.M.

'3131 THOMAS
NOR THGAT E
Open Daily,
7 A.M. • 9 P.M.
PHONE 358.4242
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Open Ca,'s
6 A.M. • 6 P.M.
PHONE 526-8355

CLEVELAND,
MISS.
207 Sunflow•r Rd.
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7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

UNION CITY
TENN.
595 PERKINS
PHONE 885-1640
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SPORTSWEAR

881 S. THIRD
Neer Crump Bkd.
PHONE 948-2293

HUMBOLDT TENN.
2445 N. 22nd S.

PHONE 784.4341
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IN MEMORY OF A SOLDIER — A tree was planted in
memory of Pfc. Claude Talbert on the campus of Hamilton High school on Arbor Day, and members of the family
young paratrooper killed in Vietnam were on band for the
ceremony for the Hamilton graduate. Helping plant the
tree is Mrs. James S. Byas of the City Beautiful Commission. Members of the soldier's family there for the ceremony were Mrs. Marie Talbert, his mother; and sisters,

•

Airman Herbert A. Smith, Kansas at Lawrence with a: Airrnan Smith was In compe-1 The airman is a member of
son of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett E. bachelor of fine arts degree in tition with other alto saxophon-'the Friendship Baptist church
ists from all parts of the coun-ion Vollentine of which the Rev.
Smith of 2240 Brown ave., has, music.
j W. A. Suggs is pastor.
completed his basic training at The airman is rated by Down- try during the contest.
Lackland AFB Tex., and foHow-i beat Magazine as one of the; While at Scott AFB, he plans
ing a short furlough in Mem- best up and coming young jazz A° study for a master's degree
phis has been assigned to the saxophonists in the country. in Psychology at one of the
Special Services band at Scott During the summer of 1964, he universities in the St. Louis
participated in a jazz festival: area. A brother, Coby Smith, is
AFB, Ill.
Airman Smith is a 1960 gradu- and won a scholarship to the la student at Southwestern uni- FT. PIERCE, Fla.—(NPI)—
ate of Manassas High school Berkley Conservatory of Music versity at Memphis.
Dr. James Young, 44, a gradand was graduated last sum- in Boston, along with a saxo-1
uate of Florida A&M University
mer from the University of phone.
recently qualified to run for
the Northside city commission
post in the forthcoming Dec.
municipal elections.
A member of the National
Dental Association, the Masons,
and the American Legion, he is
married and the father of six
children.
I.
A graduate of Industrial High
,
school (now Roosevelt High),
/class of 1939, he has lived in
Fort Pierce for about 16 years.
lie did his undergraduate work
INCORPORATED.
at Florida A&M University and
earned his dental degree at the
Dental School of Howard UniAIRMAN H. A. SMITH
versity.

TREE PLANTING CEREMONY — An Arbor Day ceremony between Beale and Linden on Wellington was held in
memory of three persons. Seen here, from left, are members of Boy Scout Troop 140; Miss Rosa Robinson, Mrs. R.
S. Lewis, Jr., and Mrs. Leland Atkins, daughters of the
late Bishop Charles II. Mason, founder of Church of God

in Christ; Mrs. Robert W. Shafer, chairman of the City
Beautiful Commission; R. S. Lewis, Jr., Thomas J. Darden,
Miss Denise Darden and Julius A. Darden, the latter three
from Nashville, and relatives of the late Mrs. Cleopatra
Darden, for whose memory one of the trees was planted.

Qu&ifies For
.
City Commiss:on

midsouth
Glass co.
Ph 948-6624

Trees On Wellington To Memorialize Three

president
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Municipal
said:
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son) that
security."
/ and song somet the pri-
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P. I,. Rust-, mrs. Bonert Shafer, W. C. Weathers, Mrs.
Georgia M. McCain, Mrs. A. Sidney Oates and Mrs. Miley
B. Johnikan.
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TREE FOR MRS. BOSTIC — One of three trees planted
on Arbor Day, this one honors the memory of Mrs. Gertrude Bostic. From left are Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, Rev.

Memphian Assigned To Band At Scott AFB, Ill.

1852 So. Bellevue

/0

Misses Christine Talbert. Louise Talbert and °Hyphen"
Talbert. Other participants were Miss Patricia Simpson,
president of the Student Council; liarold Woods, vice president of the Student Council, and the organization's second
vice president, Miss Sharmeen Caldwell. Standing with
members of the family is NDCC Battalion Group Commander William Dickerson. (Withers Photo)

•
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Xmas Savings
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4%
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Trees were planted on Arbor Mrs. Georgia M. McCain, who binson, chairman of the Sarah auditorium is named for him
Day recently in memory of gave greetings and introduc- H. Brown branch of the YWCA and a street in the same ares
three persons, and memhers tions; Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, and the founder of School Beau- bears his name.
,
Commissioner, tiful Clubs.
of their families were present ,City Beautiful
acknowledged
the
guests,
who
M
r
s.
Robert
W.
Mrs.
Shafer,
Darden,
a
native
on
the
ol
for the ceremony held
median strip on Wellington and W.C. Weathers of Bostic chairman of City Beautiful Nashville, came to Memphis it
street between Beale and Lin- Civic club, and Mrs. Dorris Commission, expressed her gra- 1953 with a group of womei
Morris of the Lincoln League, titude to the citizens of Memden.
who gave remarks.
phis for their part in the and met with the City Beast)
The trees were planted in meproject, one of several to keep ful Commission in order to or
REV. ROWE SPEAKS
mory of Mrs. Gertrude Bostic,
Memphis beautiful, and stated ganize a similar group in an
Bishop Charles Harrison Ma- The "Pledge of Allegiance"
that she appreciated mem- Mayor Ben West as administra
son and Mrs. Cleopatra Darden. was recited by Troop 140 Boy
bers of the late Mrs. Darden's city of Nashville, with the thes
Participating on the program Scouts of America of Fowler
family coming to Memphis for tor.
were Bishop J.O. Patterson, who Homes; an address given by
ceremony.
gave the invocation, and who is Rev. P.L. Rowe of First Bap- the
She was a member of thi
pastor of the Pentecostal Tem-Aist Chelsea, and dedicatory re- Mrs. Bostic, who was a Mem- Tennessee Association for Chit
pie Church of God in Christ; marks made by Miss Rosa Ro• phian for 90 years, was des- ldren under the age of six; thi
cribed by Rev. Rowe as "a'Davidson County Council. tht
——
great lady, beautiful, dynamic,,Nashville YWCA, and a mem.
and courageous,. and ber of the South Street Comde cultured
N.
a great Christian mother and munity Club and a president of
citizen."
the Bluff City Council of the
Mrs. Weathers cited her for PTA. She was a great organiher civic and political zeal, and zer and noted for her keen sense
one who would spare no time, of humor.
"day or night," to work for
civic advancement.

-.01[27-kin Cl©TMO[IA

FRI AXES 'SLOTS'

Mrs. Bostic was recalled by
Miss Robinson as a person who ST. PAUL, Minn. — (UPI) —
gave no excuses, but was al- I in a vigilant war on one-armways ready to help social and ed bandits the FBI has seized
civic organizations, including 1 76 plastic slot machines marketthe civic club now named for ed for home use by a St. Paul
her. She was a member of •City manufacturer.
Beautiful from its inception up
The slot machines were aduntil her death.
vertised as ''a wonderful fun
BISHOP MASON
way for you and your family to
Bishop Mason was founder of save . . ." The house take, if
the Church of God in Christ iyou decided to invite friends
and its senior bishop up until over to play, was listed as 40
his death. The church's largest per cent. --,

,
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Either way, you've got a good
idea. But a savings account is
at least a 4% better idea than a
Christmas Club! Thanks to 4%
interest, compounded quarterly,
savings keep growing the year
round. And provide money for
extra expenses during the entire

WEST)

year instead of just at the end.
If you've just completed a
Christmas Club. start a savings
account with part of the money.
(Put your Christmas bonus in too.)
Save as faithfully as you would
in a Christmas Club and you'll
come out ahead. For example,

Today-start your layaway plan for holiday items at Port
n•r Cinthi•r. Clothing for the whole family, only a few
dollars, p•r week will start your layaway or charge.

a savings account will pay you
$3.98 more than a Christmas Club
if you put in $10.00 a week.
One dollar opens your First
National savings account. One
week's payment puts you into our
Christmas Club. You can't go
wrong either way.

Corn* today & s•• our smartest selections In clothing for
men, women 8. children. Ws w•lcom•your business, with
Courteous service.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
0005. rt WSW 14.1111.L.NAI

A

BANK -71‘

,
10.1111%
0V5.1 0MI0AN(,,R1
*
4
4.

I

Military! Save on our
Special discount plan!

CHARGE IT

Lour

•

Start your Wa drabs today,
with b•autI u I plaids in
Sport Coats a d Pants, that
would mok• a sporty outfit.

„--

154 SO. MAIN
527.8037
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367 Union
527-4471

2989 Summer
323-sso4
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Indian Diplomat
Addresses NCC

Final Rites Held For
Rev. Nehemiah Davis

DURHAM, N. C.—An Indian religious concepts in his hohicdiplomat in an address at North land, '"fruth to the Indians is
Carolina College, recently said on the top of the hill. Differenisk
his country is "the torchbetti:er religions seek it in different'!"
of individual liberty in Asia," ways. They are climbing the
and that "her success or her same hill from different angfailure in defending freedom
les, each believing that his way
will decide the fate of millions
of people in that part of the is the best and the shcrtest.
world."
Speaking at the college's
weekly forum, Dr. P. K. Banerjee, minister in the Embassy of,
•
LA in Washington, said ,"In-' IB
dl., like America, is a land of
diversity. It has taken into her
fold various religious, linguistic,
and racial groups. She has developed a composite culture."
"The world today," said
Banerjee, "has the resources to
lau-ger
eliminate want and
Anniversaries
whose continued existence
morally indefensible, economiBanquets, Etc.
cally harmful, politically dangerous and destructive."
Mail In Your Nays
He said, in reference to socio-

Funeral services for the late•and faithfully fulfilled his duRev. Nehemiah Davis Sr., were ties until his illness.
held at the hit. Pisgah C M E BISHOP GIVES EULOGY
church on Wednesday, Nov. 24. Officiating at the funeral and
Rev. Davis whose late resi- delivering the eulogy was Bishdence was 724 E. Person at., op B. Julian Smith presiding
was the son of the late Mr. bishop of the First Episcopal
and Mrs. Matthew Davis, Sr. District and Rev. David S. CunHe died on Saturday, Nov. 20,• ningham pastor of Mt. Pisgah.
at E. H. Crump Memorial hos- Others ,on the funeral pro.
pital after a long Illness. He gram were Revs. D. T. Alcorn,
was the widower of the late C. W. Allent M. H. Burnett, W.
C. Rodgers, P. Gonya Hentrel,
Mrs. Mignion Davis.
At the age of 16, he accepted J. B. Boyd, general secretary
a call into the ministry, and of the Board of Evangelism,
since that time had served as and Mrs. Mary Johnson.
pastor of numerous Christian He is survived by a daughter,
Methodist Episcopal churches Mrs. .Bertha M. Everett; four
in the state of Tennessee. A sons, Rev. Elijah Davis John
dedicated minister he had serv-! M. Davis, Cleopha Davis and
ed several times as a delegate, Nehemiah Davis, Jr.; three sisto the CME General Confer- ters, Mrs. Parthenia Silmon,
Mrs. Hattie B. Muse and Mrs.
ence.
He was appointed presiding Savannah Wilson; and three
elder of the Brownsville-Dyers- brothers, Rev. T. M. Davis and
burg district In October 1964 Matthew Davis, Jr. and others.

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birtheay Parties
Weddings

Stories To The

Thanksgiving 'Teacher Is
Observed At Ordained As
Springhill
First Deacon
The pastor members, visitors

CITED FOR LEADERSHIP — Historic First Baptist Church
on Capitol Hill in Nashville has been cited by the Nashville
Area Chamber of Commerce, and making a presentation
of a plaque to the church celebrating its Centennial Year
is Ed Shea, second from left, executive vice president of
the organization, while the pastor, Rev. Kelly Miller Smith,
holds it at right. Mr. Shea said, "No church in Nashville
has been more instrumental in bringing about a greater
understanding of people . . . no pastor has exerted more
statesmanship and leadership in undergirding the dcmo-

Mrs. Grace Tardy of Park-

and friends of Springhill Bap- w a y Gardens Presbyterian

tist church began Thanksgiving
Day with a worship service at
the church.
A brief history on the origin
of Thanksgiving was given by
Miss Ethel Harris. a freshman
at LeMoyne college.
It was followed by a series
of testimonies on what God
meant to each one. The pastor,
Rev. Brady Johnson then delivered a brief message based on
"salm 150:6.
Approximately 90 persons
were present for the service,
the greatest number since it
was originated.
Remarks were given by the
assistant pastor, Rev. Willie
Rhodes.
A Thanksgiving dinner followed the service.

Church has been ordained the
first lady deacon in the history
of the Memphis Presbytery.
Mrs. Tardy is a charter member of the Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian Church where she
served as the Sunday School's
first superintendent and later
as president of the Women of

Dr. Benjamin Spock has deplored the practice of
exposing pre-school children to "strange . . . characters" dressed as Santa Claus at Christmas time.
Writing in the current issue of Redbook magazine, just released, the famous pediatrician urged
parents not to take their chil- 1
ren to see "a live Santa Claus" tives and friends . . . Otherwise
because the experience is "quite the intake of loot and the obligation to give keep expanding
upsetting."
He complained that "most of further beyond what is sensible
these characters believe their and meaningful."
job is to talk and laugh louder
•
than anyone else a small child'
au if
has ever met.

Choir Union To
Sponsor Benefit
Fashion-Banquet
The Friendship choir union
will present a Presidential Banquet and Fashionette at the
Douglass Community Center at
1616 Ash street on Saturday
night, Dec. 4 at 7:30, and the
public is invited.
The Union is composed of
the choirs from nine churches
and include such Baptist
ehurches as New Bethel, St.
Stephens, Prosperity. Travelers'
Rest, St. Paul and St. John on
Throokins, Morning Star and
Spring Hill in Raleigh.

Tirk-tock

Dr. Spock Comes Out
Against Santa Claus

MRS. GRACE TARDY

"Their clothes and beards are
the Church.
She received her B.A. degree equally strange. Pictures in a
from Tennessee A and I State book are no preparation for
University, and recently rec-iv- eieeting such an intrusive feled her masters degree from low "
Memphis State University.
Another "real hazard" of the
Mrs. ' ardy is ,resently holiday season according to Dr.
teaching English at Lester High; good< is gift-giving. He admon•
school. She is very active in ished parents for deluging their
civic affairs, and is a volun- children with presents and said
teer worker in the Neighbor- that the "majority of American
hood Youth Corps Program.
children don't need — practical',
or symbolically—nearly as many
gifts as they now receive."
Dr. Spock said that "one of
the strongest reactions in children to Christmas and Hanukkah is greediness" and recommended that parents give "only
one or two gifts to each child."
He ads ised that the exchange
of presents olitside the home be
limited to "ory the closest rela-

he Boirh,on that
didn't watch the clock.
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You'll enjoy shopping Big Star where you're always
among friends. . ..friendly personnel, friendly
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FOR THE KIDS
COLUMBIA RECORDS'

VINO'S!

ilOME

featuring many famous personalities. .
Rosemare Clooney, Red Skelton, Arthur
Godfrey, Jimmy Body and many other s!
Yours At Big Star for only....

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Plus 50 Extra Quality Stamps
with each record

STRAIGHT DONNA WHISKY • N PROOF •(11965, OLD CHANTER OIST, CO., LOUISVILLE, KY

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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This "first release" is YOU
at Big
Enjoy the fabulous Andy Williams
Star
singing your favorite Christmas songs
for only....

$2"
Plus 50 Extra Quality Stamps
with each record
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CHRISTMAS SHOP WITH
QUALITY STAMPS
Visit a convenient Memphis Redemption Center
1451 Union
1784 Frayser Blvd.
1957 So. Third

5125 Quince
725 N. White Station Rd.
Eastgate Shopping Center
4220 Hiway 51 South

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
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GO BY BUS

years

236 South Wellington
Post Office lox 31!

WHERE YOU'RE ALWAYS
AMONG
FRIENDS!

LOS ANGELES —(NPI)— A
new $2.4 million junior high
school is to be named for the
late Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune,
founder-president of BethuneDaytona
college,
Cookman
Beach, Fla.. it was learned.
The school, to be built at the
present site of Jac_b Riis High
school, will be known as the
Mary McLeod Bethune Junior
High. Riis will be relocated in
several floors of the Frank
Wiggins building.
The new ..chool will include a
three-story classroom building,
a two-story combination boysgirls gymnasium, and will utilize many of the existing structures on the site.
—

AT YOUR FOOD
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. School
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,
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cratic process." The church became a training station and
retreat for sit-in demonstrators during the late 50's and
early 60's and Rev. Smith organized and was the first president of the Nashville Christian Leadership Council. Also on
the photo are two members of the church honored on the
same program for Christian service. Mrs. Robert T. Smith,
who gave the first $1,000 to the church building fund and
recnetly added another $1,000; and Mrs. R. C. Barbour,
right, widow of a former pastor of the church.
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lky. Job Corps
Center Expands
Skills Program
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CAMP BRECK1NRIDGE, Ky.
—New equipment arrives daily
as the Breckinridge Job Corps
Training Center expands its vocational skills program in the I
learn-by-doing stage.
The Center, opened last Junel
by Southern Illinois University under contract with the Federal Office of Economic Opportunity, now has 350 students
learning job skills.
Newest piece of equmment
to be placed in service is a
front end alignment machine
for the Service Station Training School. Here 34 students
under the direction of Wesley
Smith of Henderson, Kv., are
learning the sales and service
technique recommended by major oil companies.
Wayne Smith, representing
the hunter Engineering Company of St. Louis, installed the
new equipment November 16,
and demonstrated its use.
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MOTHER OF THE YEAR . . . Mrs. Sal r Thomas was
named "Mother of the Year" at the Christian Youth Fellowship of Mt. Olive C.M.E. Cathedral annual Pre-Thanksgiving Dinner. Shown in the picture with Mrs. Thomas,
from left are: Clarence Davis, Althea Murray, Mrs. Lerline

to

Murray, Wanda Gardner, Rev. T. C. Lightfoot. Minister;
Gwendolyn Richardson, Mrs. Sallis Thomas, Mother of the
Year; an unindentified person, partially hid; and Carolyn
Murry.

iem•MINL

White's Chapel
School News

11111811111/

•

-m6

Lester High School News
By
Marilyn Cartwright

•
Fashion Show
Kurl McKinney's 7-2A class
NATIVE'S CRY
teacher.
The eighth grade class pre- Charlotte is the daughter of HI!
So. a forty gun salute to Miss
sented a fashion show on NoMr. and Mrs. Hurber Jefferson,Once again here I am with news Allen.
scenes
vember 23. It consisted of
,of 4247 Sewanee road and alfrom the Lion's Den.
N.D.C.C. PERSONALITIES
for all occasions, and included
JUNIOR CLASS
Cadets of the week (officers):
as models several White's member of Jerusalem Baptist. To the junior class, my sin- Jerry Malone, William Moss
and
church.
Chapel students.
cere congratuations on your Charles McEwen.
newly elected officers. Having
Guest model was Mrs. Betty Fredrick is the son of Mrs. been a Junior myself once and Neatest Cadets: John Pete,
Wilson of the Walker Homes Beatrice Graham of 1702 Fields a member of the executive corn- Thomas Davis, Howard Branch,
corn m unit y
road.He is a member of Mace- mittee I extende my best to James Currie and James Bailey.
donia Baptist church.
Sponsors of week: Virgina
you.
We were honored with enter-The officers are: president,,Turner, Virgins Smith, and Dona
tainment from several high Thestudentsk
hard Charles Taylor; vice president, Cotton.
schools from Tennessee. The to be very successful scholastiRonnie Smith; secretary, Jackie
TOPS ON CAMPUS
Gems of Mitchell Road school cally. Much success.
McMullen; asst. secreary, Ber- BOYS: Charles Hunter, Carl
rendered a vocal number. Gem TEACHER OF WEEK
nice
Freeman;
treasurer,
Etula
Hayletts, Charles Taylor, Elroy
members are Linda Killerbrew,
Carolyn Harris, Donna Duckett This honor is given to a Per- Trotter and business manager, Cox, Mitchell Morrow and
Lenell
Chambers.
Turner
Lacey.
and Marine Johnson.
son, who has spent her entire
SPOTLIGHT
GIRLS: Ann Banks, Huth
teaching career at White's
An instrumental number was Chapel. We all know her as This week spotted in the Lion's.Patterson, Gwenoklyn Fugh,
rendered
by Judy Porter,
Den is a cultured and most Lencll Chambers Brenda Rucentine Lacy and Vernita Mrs. Personality." She is Mrs. gracious young lady, Miss Alma ker and Norma Branch.
mer of Stigall High school Mary Elizabeth Jones of 452 Allen, who resides at 3033 Yale
South Parkway. Mrs. Jones is with her parents. Rev. and Mrs.
at Humboldt.
the wife of Re,'. L. C. Jones. William Allen, She is a member
Leonard Shields of E. A. Bar- They are the parents of two of the 12-1 homeroom, under the
rold Junior High school gave an sons Roland and Carl.
supervision of Mrs. M. F. Jones.
instrumental selection to add
On campus Alma is the presiaffair.
gala
Mrs.
Jones
is a member of dent of the National Honor
to this
St. John Baptist Church, Vance, Society, asst, secretary of the
A turkey was given away to of which Rev. A. McEwen
Wil- Gracious Ladies, Future Homethe lucky person in the audiencelliamsis pa-'or. She holds
mem- maker of America, memhor of
to climax the affair. Thanks b b•
in several religious the Spanish club, Library staff
was given by the class spon7 social civic, an d professionaI
otor Club and. the S.T.S. Prosor, afte. which Walter Calvin organizations.
gram.
Parks, school principal acknowledged visitors and made an- At White's Chapel School, Mrs. In religious life, Alma is a
nouncements.
Jones is 2-IA class teacher, member of Pleasant Hill BapRed Cross advisor, Entertain- tist Church, located on Tillman
avenue, Pastored by the Rev.
Some guest were, Mrs. Oliver ment
Committee
member,
A. Sims and granddaughter, Grade Chairman and assists the J. W. Wade.
Joyce S. Horne; Mrs. Doris principal and other co-workers After graduation Alma plans
Bryson and Miss Debrah Ellis to make everything successful to attend Tennessee A and I
of Humboldt. Mrs. Mary Free- at White's Chapel. We salute university, where she will major
Elementary Mrs.
in elementary education, then
man, Lakeview
Elizabeth Jones.
School; Austin Hughly of Stigall
plans to become an elementary
High school, and son of Mrs. THANKSGIVING BASKETS
Ora Rockell and Josephus
Toney, gusst of Mrs. Delia Wil- Two Thanksgiving baskets WASH YOUR MOUTH
'were given to needy families in
liams. .
'the school community on No- IPSWICH, England — (UPI)
IIDENTS OF WEEK
vember 23. We thank all stu- — The annual meeting of the
Two students are honored this dents and teachers for assis- Rushmore Golf Club next month
will take up complaints of
week. They are Charlotte Jef- tance given in this effort.
ferson and Fredrick Graham. Mrs. Marion H. Bailey is "disgraceful" language used
golfers on bad shots.
Both students are members of school reporter.

MUNCIE. Ind. — (UPI) —
The Wapehani Council of the
Girls Scouts of America thinks
trading stamps are better than
cookies.
Council Scouts saved enough
trading stamps to fill 1,2911
books which they traded in for
a pickup truck. They had 16
books of stamps left over and
said they planned to use them
toward a canoe.

BETTER BUY AT

FORD
HEW
2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New

1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
• • REVIEW SOME OF THE

Complete Selection Of The All New

1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!
Highest Trade-In Allowances Ever

ALL 1965 FORDS MUST GO
Including Trucks, Demonstrators, Company Cars and Executive Cars

FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
'65 LTD

'2685°'

air, many
other extras

'65 Mustang
Convertible.
Redie, white
tires, etc

86"

521

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems •
9110 a Small, Low Cost
R•al Estato Loan

'65 Custom
Radio and
heater
factory air

"

VI 98984

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh Yost
Go- *

Approx.
Mn.
t
' Payments
512.90
S 23.70

1,
:070:00:
11,500.00
$2,000.00..... ,.1
34 0
$ 45.10
$2,500.00
$S,000.00
S$11506:11
22
0

Be Wise, Choose

State Savings Bank
12 MADISON

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

em

A PROMISE OF
PLEASURE ...

Teaturing..a beautiful.showroom.
(
,Witk.nninernits'models to ChOOS611`
from. Prices starting at
$23900

10% Financing As Low As $28.56
Down Payment, $12.80 Per Month

'65 Falcon
Hardtop, automatic,
red mother
•xtras

s1

99207

65 Galaxie 500

524980,

Hardtop, V-8, Cruiseometic, 352 engine,
factory air cond..
many other
extras

MailiMimmemommoim
'65 Fairlane 500
4-door, power steering, power brakes,
Selectaire condition- 3244819
ing, automatic, V-$

Pre-Selected Used Car
Bargains
'62 Romber
$1495
990, Station Wagon, cream puff.
'64 Facon .
S1595
Future 4-door, V-11, automatic, ori• owner.
'62 Pymouth
.
$1195
Fury V-8, automatic, loaded.
62 Chrysler
51295
Power, on• owner.
"63 Chev. II
51095
Station Wagon, like new.
'63 Mercury
$1695
Power and factory air.
'64 Ford .
$1895
Galaci• SOO hardtop. V-8, automatic, power
.steering, fader! •ir.
'631
/
2 Ford
$1795
Galaxi• 500 Fastback, V-8, power steering,
automatic, cream puff.
'62 Fairane
$1195
SOO 4-door, Automatic. Like new
'63 Ford
S1695
Galaxie 500 4-door. Power steering, automatic,
air.
'61 Chevrolet
$1195
Nomad Station Wagon. Power steering, •utomitic, factory air.
'61 Ford
$1095
Galasia SOO 2-door hardtop. V-I, straight
stick. Immaculate.
'64 Ford ..
Convertible. 390

ring.,

$1895
4-in-the-floor, One

owner.

'63 Ford XL
Convertible, loaded.

$1795

'64 Falcon Sprint •
$1695
V-8, stick, still in warranty, like now.
'59 Ford
$395
Convertible, V-8, automatic.
'57 Chevrolet
5295
Straight stick.
'55 Ford
$395
passenger 'Station Wagon, V-II, auto.

TRUCKS
'65 Falcon

$1895

Station but. 10 passenger. Radio and heater.
A steal.

'64 Econoline
Yen, 1,000

$1295

mil. guaranteo.

'63 Ford

$1095

Pickup, StylasIde.

'59 Chevrolet.

THE PARTY YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
Don't be a "Scrooge." Let the Smirnoff flow freely. No other liquor makes so
many delicious party drinks. Or makes them so wonderfully well. It's also a great
gift idea. Why wondnr which whiskey to give when you know the right vodka!

•Alwaylaskfor

mirno

It leaves you breathless'
VODKA

SO AND 100 PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN. STE.PIERRE SMIRNOFF FLS.(DIVISION OF HELIEILEIN),HARTFORD.CONN.

$695

Pickup. coed condition.

Get Your Christmas lloada at

AL'S CYCLE SHOP
Mid-South's Oldest Honda Dealer

3155 Summer Avenue

MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, OT 150 and COBRA
lierff Ford hoe a car to suit the profession; Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, Government Worker,
Factory Worker, Dom•stic; nod a plan to assure you of buying at Herff Ford -Summer Ave.
NO DOWN PAYMENT — TRADE INS ACCEPTED

HERFF FORD
Phone 458-1151

2450 Summer
4/f You Qualify

•

DISMAL VIEW
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The New
ABC
Tri-State Defender "

"

-t•

Home Office: 236 South Weillingtoe

Phone

JA 64397

Publisher
General Manager
Editor
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manazer

'Subscription Wire Ono year, $6; six menthe, $3.30, (2 y•or spisclel SubicrIptIon to%
Monescripte
110) Th• Tri-Stot• Otsfendet Doe. Not Take R•sponsibility for unsolicited
sr Photos. Publi•hed Every Thursday by th• N•w Tri.Statie Publishing Co. Second
Class Poztage Paid tit lewnphis, T•nste,,,,, Linder Act of March 2, 1879.
Notional Advertising R•presentatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Avenue, Nirw York 17, N.Y.

SERVING 1,008,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Good Riddance
When gray haired, applecheeked Harry Flood Byrd,
senior senator from Virginia,
resigned last week from the
United States Senate, an audible sigh of relief went up from
many quarters including the
The
senator's own bailiwick.
voluntary departure of the old
Byrd from a political nest in
which he perched for three
decades, brought consternation
neither to his colleagues in
the Senate, where he was regarded as a tough, stubborn,
un-cooperating, self-opionated
man, nor to his party followers
over whom he lorded it like a
medieval
battle
knight in
armor.
He was particularly known
for his devotion to fiscal and
economic conservatism, and his
undisguised hatred of the Negro. His antiquated notion of
governpay - as - you - go
ment and his rigid restraints on
spending have caused many an
administrative program to be
scuttled and have halted the
trend toward progress and efficiency in the development of
new ideas. He fought all
changes, no matter how essential they were to the government's and the nation's well being.
As obdurate and unreasonable as Byrd was on federal matters, he was far more insensitive to the cause of justice
when and where the Negro was
concerned. He unleashed much
of his kinetic energy and directed much of the political forces
under his thumb toward erecting a massive resistance wall against school integration. In
fact, it was he, in 1956, after the
state of Virginia began to bow

to the Supreme Court's edit for
"all deliberate speed," that Sen.
Byrd enunciated the doctrine of
"massive resistance."
He said: "If we can organize
the Southern states for massive
resistance to this order, I think
that in time the rest of the
country will realize that racial
integration is not going to be
accepted in the South." This
prophecy has fallen short of
its fulfillment.
Though with reluctance and
fashion, the
in piece-meal
South for the most part, has accepted integration. Byrd had a
person ante-bellum view of Negro, including those who worked for him. His "massive resistance" cry cheered only by the
racial extremists and no doubt
played a major role in prolonging the agony of the South in
adjusting to the new turn in
American history.
Virginia, which has given
many Presidents to the nation,
had been looked to by other
Southern states as one that
would point the way to the adjustment of Dixie's racial mores
to the requirements of the
Court's ruling. Instead of helping them to assume a reasonable
and respectful attitude toward
that mandate, the state's allpowerful leader made himself
the relentless crusader against
simple human rights and justice.
Now that this old Byrd has
flown from the old nest, perhaps
Virginia will demonstrate its
capacity to reason out the crucial issues that face American
constitutional democracy — and
decide to join the civilized
issues that face American constitutional democracy — and
decide to join the civilized human family.

A Moral Duty
Some of the bishops attending the last session of the Ecumenical Council have been insisting that the council should
take a positive stand on the
question of racial segregation
and make its position know to
the world outside the walls of
the Vatican. The emphasis, they
say, should be just clear and
just as uncompromising as the
council's unequivocal stand on
the Jewish question.
There is an inter-relationship
between the Jewish question
and the Negro cause. And if the
Vatican can raise its solemn
voice on the one, it can with equal force and logic do likewise on
the other. True there is no historical parallel to support this
contention. The unfortunate
light in which world Jewry has
been cast permits no assumption of similarity in a comparative discussion of the two races.
Jews were accused of deicide,
which brought universal condemnation upon their heads.
The Council, in its recent action,
has unanimously and with intrepidity absolved the Jewish
people as a whole from this unjust accusation.
But Negroes, like the Jews,
have felt the sting of the last of
racial prejudice just as keenly
and just as bitterly. No Biblical
analogy is needed to establish
the identity of the suffering of

the two races under the impact
of inordinate passion of racial
fanaticism — as exhibited by
members of the Invisible Empire and other organizations of
like character and aims.
For years Negroes have been
victims of lynch mobs. Today,
they are murdered for demand.ing their just rights under the
Constitution. These excesses
have happened and are happening under the eyes of the law
without the criminals being
made to pay for their heinous
deeds.
We thought Pope Paul had
missed an historic occasion
when, during the course of his
magnificent plea for world
peace to the United Nations,
he failed even to allude to the
Negro question for which there
was relevance in the context of
world thought and social and
ethical orientation.
In his famous encyclical.
Pacem in Terris, the late Pope
John did not bite his tongue in
denouncing and condemning segregation and race prejudice in
all its ugly manifestations.
The council, which the beloved Pope John fostered, is making a grievous mistake by not
following both the spirit and
logic encyclical. The church has
a moral obligation to denounce
and combat racial segregation
wherever this monstex exists.
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Langston
Hughes
Says
Black-White Unite To Write
"Joyce is on a real life writers kick," said Simple, "reading books that real people
wrote or didn't write about
themselves—because it seems
as if colored folks these days
almost always tell their stories
to white folks before they get
it put down on paper. Joyce
was showing me some of the
books she got from the library
yesterday and it says, 'The
Story of Sammy Davis, Jr.—
YES, I CAN,' in big letters,
'Sammy Davis, Jr.'—and Jane
and Burt Boyar who is white.
"Also there is LENA, in big
letters on her cover, too—by
Lena Horne and Richard
Schickel—who must be white
because never was there a Negro on earth with a name like
Schickel. Neither like Robert
Lipsyte wherein on the front
of the book it says. 'An autobiography DICK GREGORY,'
in big letters, 'NIGGER with
Robert Lipsyte,'—who must be
white. And on Jimmy Brown's
life story it says. OFF MY
CHEST with Myron Cope!'
Black and white unite to write!
The only book lately that is
not writ with white folks that
Joyce showed me last night is
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
MALCOLM X which is writ, it
says, with the assistance of
Alex Haley, with an epilogueend at the end by Alex Haley
—and my wife says Alex Haley
is colored. But what I wonder
is why do not all these peoples
write their own life stories
their selves? Huh?"
"Why don't you write your
life story? I asked.
"Because I cannot write."
said Simple. Writing is not in
my bag."
"Then maybe that answers
your question," I said. "Or
maybe its answer is that such
famous and busy Negroes don't
have time to write books. As
many movies, playa and TV
shows as Sammy Davis is in—
not to speak of benefits, political rallies and banquet diases
on which he anpears—I don't
see how he has time to even
write a letter. Sammy is not a
hundred men in one. He can't
do everything."
"Right," Raid Simple.
"So if Sammy is going to
compose his life story, he has
to have help. It just happens
that his as-told-to or as-written-with authors are white."
"How come 'it just happens'
so many as-told-to writers are
white?" asked Simple. There is

colored writers, too, you know
that stories can be told to."
"I know that." I said. "And
it is true, as you indicate, that
many colored life stories are
done in collaboration with
white writers. Looking backwards a bit, I remember quite
a few Afro-American autobiographies in past years written
with white Americans. One of
the best is LADY SINGS THE
BLUES by Billie Holiday with
William Dufty. A n d Ethel
Waters' autobiography, HIS
EYE IS ON THE SPARROW
was with Charles Samuels.
The singer Roland Hayes, had
his story told by MacKinley
Helm. And Marian Anderson's
portrait some years ago was
by Kosti N'ehanen, obviously
not a Negro."
"I "bet Marian Anderson did
not tell all in her book like
some other womens do," said
Simple. "I wonder why any
lady in a book black or white
wants to tell all, especially
about their love lives? Huh?"
"This is a period of frankness and self revelation," I
said. "Today's public likes to
know the intimate details of
the lives of celebrities. Don't
you"
"Yes," said Simple, "but I
wouldn't tell it all in a book—
not mine."
"Why?" I asked. "You have
told me many rather intimate
things."
"But nothing much I would
care about if the world knew,"
said Simple.
"Do you mean to say you
think I would betray a confidence?" I demanded.
"You are colored, is you
not?" said Simple. "Tell a Negro, telegram," is an old saying—meaning colored tells all,
and quick."
"I do not tell all," I said.
"You once even told my wife
something I did not want her
to know," declared Simple,
"but we will skip that. My secrets I do not tell anybody, not
even God."
"1 thought I .was your
friend," I said.
"Some Negroes is like Hungarians." said Simple. "They
say. 'If you have a Hungarian
friend, you don't need an
enemy!"
"I never heard that slander
on the Hungarian people." I
said.
"One thing sure. I would not
get a white man to write my
life story," said Simple.

In a recent column, Walter
Winchell wrote the following:
"Jackie Robinson, the first
Negro to play baseball, will be
the first Negro manager of
the Mets in 1967.'
I wrote a letter to Mr.
Winchell expressing my thanks
for this kind, and — for me —
fantastically
optomistic
thought. I believe it is extremely optomistic — as I said
in my note — because I am not
convinced that baseball is
ready to allow Negro players
or ex-players to Emitr the executive suite. In fact, I feel
there is as much resistance on
the part of the top brass of
baseball to the idea of letting
Negroes get to the top as there
was in the early forties to allowing Negroes to play.
I did a book with Charles
Dexter last year. The title was
"Baseball Has Done It." With
the help of tape-recorded interviews with some of the
leading personalities in baseball—personalities of all races
—we traced the tremendous
progress baseball has made in
democratizing the game on the
playing level.
But I submit that baseball
has not done it beyond the
playing level. The people who
control this big business of
baseball — and it is a big business — have proven themselves perfectly willing to exploit the talent of Negro and
other colored players.
But it is also perfectly obvious that, when his playing
days are over, the minority
ballplayer usually has nowhere
to go. Because t h e owners
don't have the courage or decency to think in terms of the
contributions these players
have made to their fortunes,
they just let them go.
In my own ease, I was fortunate enough to find other
fields, another future. But it
must be heart - breaking, indeed, to find oneself turned
out to pasture when one Is
through as a participant; when,
one has administrative talent
and knowledge of the game

Which could be of value in th
front office.
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at the top are not really ready'
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to give a Negro a chance at
the top — unless he is the
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By HARRY GOLDEN

Civil Rights-Football
The Negro organizations of
Charlotte, N. C. have filed
suit in the federal court aimed at halting the annual Shrine
Bowl football game scheduled for early December.
This annual game is between the best players selected on the high school teams of
North Carolina a n d South
Carolina, and played for the
benefit of a bulge crippled
children's hospital in Greenville, S. C. The rivalry between
the two states is great and
crowds are enormous.
The suit to halt the participation of the two teams is
based on the charge that tho
North Carolina coach is trying
to maintain segregation by not
picking Negro halfback Jim
Kirkpatrick of the Myers Park
High School, who has scored
the highest number of points
during the regular season.
The suit maintain+ that the
player selection "has been and
continues to he on a purely
racially discriminatory basis,"
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"The South's Indeoendlent Weeliy“

JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
McCANN L. REID
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr.
RAY A. WICKS

Jackie
Robinson
Says

SAT

and asks the court to stop the
school board and the recreation commission from participating in the game in any way
until the case is heard in federal court.
The editorials in the local
press and comment in the Open Forum say that "race 41
not figure in the selections."
Race, of course, never figures
in anything.
In the case of 'this Negro
football player they say, "He
scores all the points but Ito
ain't a good blocket." (Which
reminds me that I was once a
blocker while going to school
nights. I dipped straw hats in
boiling glue and then blocked
them out on a dummy head).
Since 1954 rye known at
least 10 Protestant clergvo,oit
all the way from Macon. Ga.
to Charlotte, N. C. They Pass
through my office no the siLy
to a new job. Race had notMg
to do with their dismissals.
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'Florida Woman
Is Human Torch
!n Suicide Try

Harris.
Ili CLUB SPOTLIGHT
It's a pleasure to bring you
TAMPA, Fla. — (UPI) — A
the latest news and highlignts I This reek the spotlight falls Negro woman, said to be dearound Mt. Pisgah High School. on the Modern History Club. spondent because of a fraud
This club is composed of juniors
SPOTLIGIIT
that took her savings 15 years
This week the revolving Ma- who take Modern History. Of- ago, was in
critical condition
are:
ficers
n and White beams on one
with burns she received when
our outstanding seniors. The President, Marsha Williams;
on fire.
herself
she set
person we speak of is Cliff Hen- vice president, Razell
;
derson, the son of Mr. and Mrs. secretary, Shirley Bogen; as- An unidenti!faid off-duty fire
Cliff Henderson of 1202 Charles sistant secretary, Carrie Pen. man saw Mrs. 1.1..Ty Haley, run
Bryant Road in Cordova. He is son treasurer, Mary Dicker- off her porch, her body aflame.
a member of 11-2 homeroom son; parliamentarian, Robert He ran to her and wrapped the
under the guidance of Augustus Watson; sgt.-at-arms, James woman in a blanket, but not
"Johnson.
Scott; reporter, Betty Penson; until the fire had burned 90 per
On campus Cliff is president advisors are Mrs. Marietta cent other body.
M r s.
,,of the Student Council and is an Brinkley,
Police Sgt. W. G. Hanson
honor student. He is also a Mrs. J. Staten and Augustus said the woman apparently
under
member of the Future Farmers Johnson.
and
was depressed
EDUCATION WEEK
'of America, where he has gone
treatment for an epileptic conDuring
National Education dition.
Nashville in' a Vocational
_ _Agricultural Progiam and won Week the theme was "Invest in "Her friends told me she
•• second place in Home Improve- Learning." The program was has been depressed since she
Presented by seniors Eulal But. lost $1,500 in a fraud 15 years
- -anent.
; In Jackson, Tenn., he received'ford, Minnie Mullins, Joyce ago," Hanson said He said de!!.. third place In an N.F.A. quis.1 Moore and Barbara Fleming. tails of the fraud were not
'Cliff also participated in the - Barbara received the "Teen- 1 imown by Mrs. Haley's triends
Mid-South
contest ager of the Week" award. She and she was under, sedation at
Judging
where he won the second hieh-is•a future teacher at Mt. PisGeneril Hospital and
st mark. So hats off to a very gah and an all-around girl. The,Tampa
principal, Mr. Harris gave re-, unable to talk.
mbitious young man.
'THANKSGIVING PROGRAM marks and told the students to
The Thanksgiving program ask themselves the question,
•
• was enjoyed by all. Rev. Sher- "What can I do for Education?"
man Cole offered the 'prayer. He also told them to strive for
The
department, better grades, better attitudes
primary
grades 1-3 sung a song directed and be better citizens.
The New Era club of St. John
4-H CLUB
• by Mrs. J. Harris. The First
Church Vance will {are•"Thanksgiving story was given The 4-H Club v•inners are Baptist
sent a concert on Sunday, Dec.
by Deborah Finley. There were James Morris, Charles Williams
12, and will feature Miss Carla
—.selections from the band and;and Billy Ray Williams. They!
Thomas, Miss Antionette Mitprereceived
medals
county
...,Clee club. Remarks from our!
chell Mrs. Josie Cobb and Ossie
• beloved principal, Mr. Searcy sented by Mr. Jack Jordan.
B. Lewis.
Miss Thomas will be making
her debut during the program
as a religious and classical concert artist.
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. nonsor Concert

Tiger Town News

BTW STUDENT COUNCIL — Installation services for the Booker T. Washington High School Student Council was held recently,.and was highlighted
by a talk from Mrs. Althea Price, a guidance counselor at the school, who
also installed the officers. On front row, from left, are Milton Lane, chaplain; Ronald Walters, second vice president; Percy Harvey, third vice president; Jerry Johnson, president; James Lincoln, vice president; Raymond
Wells, first vice president; Steve Holt, commissioner of publicity, and Mrs.
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LBJ Message Highlights Reception For Grider

A message from President from the Texas White House. have this year proved yourself Cormack, Majority Whip Hale
courageous Boggs, Representative Mendel
Johnson highlighted a "Wel- "Not only has the Grider to be an equally
destiny. Rivers of South Carolina, Recome Home" reception for Con- name become a symbol of pro- captain of our nation's
with the presentative Emanuel Celler of
Vie•VN
gressman George Crider at the gressive forward-looking legis- "With your help, and
women like New York, Representative John
Peabody.
lation; it has also exemplified help of men and
the J.C.L., and DCC sponsor,'
Gr-rr-r!
you, we can together steer that Brademas of Indiana, and formThis is your Tiger Town re- assistant secretary of the 11-4
Some 200 persons joined with the birth of a New South and destiny to its fulfillment in the er Representative Clifford Davis
eight visiting congressman and of a new era of •social and eco- American dream.
porter again. Ready, willing,'homeroom, and a member of
whom Crider defeated for re-- with special holiday programs. Undersecretary o Commerce
WASHINGTON — (U
and able to tell you the hap- the STS program.
"I want to extend to your election last year.
entertaininclude
will
These
to
moved
officials
Last but not least, she proud- Job Corps
in honoring the American.
Collins
LeRoy
penings around the Tiger's
constituents my warm wishes The eight congressmen attendly wears the title of "Miss head off a feared rash of drop- ment, visits with families in Memphis Democrat.
"Your effective work on the and my thinks for sending such ing the reception were William
Town.
communities. atten- ••
Junior." She was chosen by the outs by newer trainees getting nearby
important Judiciary Committee an able, energetic congressman R. Anderson (Tenn.), John Con"As
Shelby
of
citizens
the
Junior Class to reign for the Christmas leave from camps dance at special Christmas County welcome you home from has won you the respect of your to represent their inteeests in
HIGHLIGHTS
yers Jr. (Mich.), Robert Everworship services, and the disthroughout the country.
your first tour of duty in the senior colleagues and the ad- Washington. I look forward to ett (Tenn.), Richard Fulton
The Tigers had a se.nging I year 1965-66.
tribution of toys to poor chilnation's capital, I am proud to miration of your president.
our continued association."
"Victory Ball" in the Manassas Off campus, she is a mem- Dr. Otis A. Singletary, direc- dren.
(Tenn.), E. C. Gathings (Ark.),
'
ber of the TIP (Teenage Im- tor of the Job Corps. said
them in tribute to your "All of us are aware of your Also sending telegrams were John J. Gilliagan (Ohio) Lee
'join
i
Coliseum, on -Nov. 24. Kickoff
provement Program). Pat regletary sala parents anti ilegislative accomplishments, i courageous captaincy of a sub- Vice President Humphrey,
the $489 mil.
Hamilton (Ind.) and Charles
▪ time was 8. Sir Isaac and the sides with her parents at 340 youths enrolled in
by
surprised
be
would
others
have
not
the President said in a telegram marine in World War II. You Speaker of the House John Mr- Weltner (Ga.).
lion program who do
Do-Dabs. were the guest art- Lake Place.
progress"
"extraordinary
orograin
the
the
_jsts. Many Tiger fans came out I In religious life, she is a six months in
the cost of made by enrollees who have
and moved and growled with member of the Vance Avenue would be docked
their Christmas leave if they spent five Months or more in
them.
Church of Christ.
the training program.
•••
did not return to camp.
Salutes to Patricia Manus'
gained confiMore than 8,000 of the 14,000 "They have
CLUB
FAVORITES
self-respect and weight
youths in training camps are dence,
The Ole Timer's Social club
TEACHER: Miss Shayde Par- eligible for paid 10-day leaves during their Job Corps serv- REVIEWED BY EUGENE Gary, is well aware of the slam,ian living. Rapier was not the Congressman Jefferson Long
presented its annual Thanks- ker.
"We look forward PIETER ROMAYN FELDMAN der and libel leveled at these I only Negro Congressman from democracy and rights were
as a result of having been in ice," he said.
-giving Program, on Nov. 24, BOY: Wilbert Triggs,
(Teacher of History,
Negro statesmen who servedF the South with formal education more important than money.
them back in 1966 to,
the program for at least six to having
• during both Enrichment
Britannica Academy)
GIRL: Mary Robinson.
as U.S. Senators and Congress- —there were many.
lie was so militant that he was
complete their training and to
sions. The advisor is 0. T. SONG: "I Want To Be Loved" months.
begin productive careers as acThe book, "60 Years In Con- men. From t h e prejudiced The story of Robert Smalls required for his safety's sake
probmorale
a
avoid
to
Peebles.
But
—Enchanters,
tive participants In the nation's gress and 28 Out," is a book "historians" one would get the needs to be told to every school when he came back home to
lem, Job Corps officials decid- life."
The Junior Classical League
TOP TIGERS
of biographies of Negro con- idea that these men were easily child. Smalls was a slave in Georgia.
epared t w o Thanksgiving
ed to permit some 4,000 engressmen and senators who led by the nose by clookeit South Carolina. As a slave be The last Negro Congressman
skets and delivered them to Terry Garrett, Wiley Johnson, rollees with less than six
have served our country in its white politicians. 1 one knows ; learned how to run river boats,from the South was George
, two needy families. The ad- T. W. Hayslett, Matt Sharp, Cla- months in the program to go
national legislatare. It was ,true history one will find this! and became a good pilot. Dur- Henry White from North Caro* 'visor of the .1*.C.L. is Mrs L. T. rence Brister, Clifford Lee, An- home on leave if they waive
so.
ing the Civil War he succeeded
written by J. H. Moseley and
thony Boone, Curtis Broome,]their regular leave when it
lina, He left Washington in
• Brooks.
published by Vantage Prsss of Many of the Negro legisla- in getting aboard the river boat 1901 but before he gave up his
Athon Yarbrough, Otis Wynn,1 comes due.
;
tors were well educated or self "Planter." He took this val- seat he
New York City.
Joe Wilette, Willie E. Thomas.
said that the Negro
SPOTLIGHT
Such enrollees, the Job Corps
While the heroes of slave- educated. There was James uable ship on the Union lines. from the South would rise again
TOP TIGRESSES
This week, the Gol danq Blue
said in a statement, would have
As he passed out of the harbor
from
Congressman
a
Rapier
T.
every
owners are mentioned In
and return to the law-making
spotlight beams on a very at- Nancy Alexander, Yulonda the cost of the Christmas leave
he gave the Confederate guards
history book in our schools, the Alabama, son of a wealthy white
hody. His speech is prophetic
tractive, intelligent, and so- Anderson, Medelyn Ware, Ath- deducted from money being put
plantation owner and a Negro all of the correct signals and because
lawmakNegro
these
of
story
with the new voting
sophisticated young lady. She is'elene Norwood, Jamesetta Har- aside for them if they go "AWpass-words.
him
had
father
His
mother.
any
to
Go
told.
rarely
is
ers
law Negroes will very well renone other than Miss Patricia well, Francis Ross, Diane Tho- OL."
Later, after the Civil War,
secretly educated be
hi.
see
will
one
and
store
book
turn.
mas, Joyce Bonds, Rosa Gas- I Leaves will be granted for 10
Manus.
Smalls ran for U. S. Congress
°graphics of the slaveowners Southern law prohibited the edPat is a member of the 11-4 ton, Mary Walker, Bennetta days plus travel time between
from South Carolina and win This book of biographies of
OKLAHOMA CITY -- (UPI) Confederate generals by the ucation of Negroes.
home-room, under the super- Small, Francis Bingham.
December 20 and January 8, of- — An attorney for a vhite fa. Later Rapier was sent to the election. Ile served a few Negro Congressmen and Senascore.
vision of Miss S. Parker. On
ficials said, to those trainees ther and Negro mother ot three
Montreal College in Canada terms and was considered an tors not only carries the life
!
campus, Pat is a member of
"who have earned It through children, who have fought un- . Even now as this writer sits and Glasgow University in,important orator and crusader. histories of Southern 'Negroes
satisfactory performance and successfully to marry, said he at his typewriter writing this'Scotland. He eas a champion One must know about the life in our law making body but it
review, his Sunday paper teUs
behavior."
will continue to carry the fight
lof civil rights and mrde an of Jefferson Long who repre- also lets of the Northein NeIt was reported that Job to the U.S. Supreme Court de- of still another biography on illustrious speech in Cougreas sented Georgia in the halls of groes who were elected The
Corps officials, hopeful of head- spite the father's intentions Robert E. Lee, the slavemen's for the Civil Rights bill of 1875.,Congress. He was one of the book, like all histories, is not
ling off potential dropouts, have now to marry another woman. commander-in-chief.
finest tailors in all of Georgia fully complete in that others
Today, with the new voting Rarely has another come from
told cathp directors to contact
and the richest whites came have been elected since it was
Jesse Marquez, 20, an El Repolish,
much
as
with
Alabama
highly
once
possible,
is
it
each enrollee a few days before no resident of Mexican descent, law,
[culture, refinement and educa- to his shop in Augusta. But published.
for
operation,
full
into
put
is
it
he is due back to let him know has applied for a license to
for all of that he spoke out The author is J. H. Moseley.
Negroes to represent our na- tion.
they are'expecting him.
marry Loies Jene Raymond, tion • from the Southern states. ! In his Congressional address strongly in favor of civil rights,He is former president of
Dear Defender
The Office of Economic Op- 19, daughter of Elmer Raythe newly I Natchez College, Natchez, Miss.
During Reconstruction and up he said that Negro soldiers had and the protection of
and former Professor of HisFor 23 years I served as a , portunity said trainees remain- mond of El Reno. She is white. until 1001 -Negroes were elect- given democracy in their civil- freed men.
Earlier this week, the Stati ed to Congress from the South. try's wars but were then not. This did not make him popu- tory and Social Science at Almember of the NAACP Board I ing at Job Corp centers over
of Directors and 1 didn't know!Christmas would be provided Supreme Court ruled that it
This writer, a teacher of his-'given democracy in theri civil- lar with his customers but for corn A. & M. in Lorman.
_
would regard a state law ban that the NAACP was a political
fling interracial marriage a s
group. I am sure that there
are thousands of other people
,constitutional until the U.S.
who are surprised and disap*
{Supreme Court rules otherwise.
pointed as I am about this anefused to
.The court, in effect, ,
nouncement coming from our loorder a marriage license issued
cal president stating that pgliMarquez. and Frances Aline
tics is not outside of the scope
Jones, 22. a Negro he has lived
of the NAACP. I agree with
with as common-law husband.
Mr. Evers that the NAACP is
The couple's attorney, Jack
not a political organization.
Trezise. said he would appeal
Freedom Rally cliCORE
A
Our NAACP president missed
the ruling to the U.S. Supreme
the second week of votthe point or deliberately evaded maxed
reg-ICourt. Ile said he plans to pur•
registration with federal
er
the facts in answering Evers'
appeal regardless of
Clarendon County,I sue the
charge. By mentioning the KKK, istrants in
Marquez marries. He
S. C. 1,794 newly registered Ne-.w h o m
Rosa Barnett of Mississippi,
have to do so in
have been added to the said he might
Gov. Wallace of Ala. and. the groes
Jones.
lists in the past t wo!behalf of Miss
White Citizens Council, it apI "As far as I am concerned
weeks.
pears that he was casting a
the appeal is going through,"
smoke screen to cover up for Addressing the rally were As-' Tresize said. "I haven't seen
of;
Director
National
sociate
his weakness of leadership and
couple of weeks and
A. WileYI Jesse in a
blunder he has made in the anti- CORE, Dr. George
Congresamanil don't know how he feels about
poverty program fight. Barnett and Michigan
it. It's a little early to really
and Wallace have nothing to John Conyers. More than 1,000:
rally; evaluate what effect this will
do with our immediate problem persons attended the
!have. But I am going to conhere in Memphis and Shelby which marked the Increase in
appeal."
registered Negroes from 523'tinue planning the
CALL JA 6-8397 County and Mr. Turner knows one
year ago to the present Marquez, a farm worker. reit. Mr. Turner knows so well
quested a marriage license last
that the mere mentioning of total of 3,536. In a county where February to marry Miss Jones,
these men will excite the Negro Negroes comprise 68.3 per cent
population, hut the move was blocked by
citizens and I assume that be of the voting age
Canadian County court
was playing on their emotions. Clarendon County may well be!the
the first comity in South Cam.: which ruled against the interMr. Turner has admitted in
history which has mere racial marriage. The state Suhis newspaper article that the lina
Negroes than whites.lpreme Court refused to reverse
registered
NAACP branch has been cast
Secretaries the lower court order.
Field
CORE
into the political arena. I challenge Mr Turner to prove that Frank Robinson and Emerson!
the preamble to the By Laws Brown, along with CORE's FREEWAY AIR STRIP
and constitution supports his South Carolina Project Director
James McCain have been con- .AUSTIN, Tex. — (UPI) —
stand.
centrating their attention upon When a Dallas man's light airAs a former executive board
Haskins. senior from Dayton. Ohio; and 1.avrence
'horn
Dorchester Colin plane stalled over Austin. Sat•
FlSI BI 9011 II 7C,Ittk. • ctodent.. at Fisk univei iiity have
member of the NAACP and at Clarendon and
received urday. he looked down for the
a Palo) from Chicago. The campaign is being
have
Hovels,
both
since
support
ties,
in
campaign
erinors
campuseide
a
in
blood
given
present a member. I call upon
registrars earlier this quickest landing place
federal
by the campus chapter's, Kappa Alpha Psi frat
sponsored
contrito
up
signing
Shown
Vietnam.
in
action
U.S.
the
of
Mr. Turner to offer his resigperiod It was an access road to a bute, from left, are Yvonne Moore. junior from Kansas City,
week
two
the
In
with the, NashvillinDaviskies county
month.
cooperation
in
ernity
orthe
nation for the good of
additional Negroes have!freeway
2,500
American
Red Crime..
the
of
chapter
William
Detroit;
from
sophomore
Bradby,
Angela
Kans.;
ganizatin.
been registered in the two! "Best landing I ever made."
Thomas Carter, senior from Jacksonville, Fla.; Richard
said.
42,
Campbell,
Paul
counties.
WM. PARRISH

Shirley Gholston

I

Price. Standing, same order, are J.K. Can, advisor: Booker T. Middleton'
commissioner of activities; Harvey Eddingii, parliamentarian; Dorothy '
Jefferson, commissioner of public safety; Regina Best, financial secretary;
Alvin Hawes, sergeant-at-arms; Barbara Barr. recording secretary; Joyce
Lincoln corresponding secretary; Reginald Pippin, business manager; Robert
Sauisberry, treasurer, and Mrs. Bernice G. Barber, advisor. (Hooks Brothers
Photo)
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HOGUE & KNOTT
Do your Christmas Food Shopping
at ane of our Food Stores

Says Southern!
Deputies Must
Have Degrees
TALLULAH, La. — Sheriff C.
E. Hester of Madison Parish
(county), La., announced that
4n the future all deputy sheriffs
must be college graduates.
Hester made the announce.
ment to a group of 600 Negroes
who had marched, without incident, to the courthouse demanding the hiring of a Negro
deputy sheriff. The silent, one
mile march was sponsored by
the Madison Parish Voters' League and CORE. Tallulah is located across the Mississippi'
River from Vicksburg, Mist.,
about 90 miles west of Jackson.
Zelma C. Wyche, President of
the Voters League, announced
at the courthouse that Tallulah
Negroes would show their displeasure with t h e sheriff's
statement at the polls when
they vote for the next sheriff.
Tallulah's population of 9,400 is
70% Negro. It is almost certain
that more Negroes than whites
will be registered to. vote by
the time of the next election.

French F. atellite
Circles The Globe

Borden's
Can

BISCUITS

3

Blue Plate

39°

Qt.

MAYONNAISE

COFFEE
LUNCHEON MEAT

MALLORY KNIGHT BOOTH — The members of the Mat•
lory Knights Charitable Organization set up a booth tor the
second year on Main street, and seen here making one of
the first donations is 0. W Pickett, a real estate broker,
while Harry L. Strong. a founder, looks on at esti...me lett.
Also seen here are Misses Shelia Thompson, Dorothy Bond
and Sandra Richardson and Mrs. Louise White, secretary
of the organization. Mr. Strong, director 0 the Knights, said

'PARIS — (UPI) — France's
first earth satellite circled the
globe every hour and 48 minutes, a solid symbol of President Charles De Gaulle's campaign theme of greater glory
for his country.
The satellite's voice was
The Annual Pre-Thanksgiving I Raviola, cake and soft drinks
weak, the fault of a defective
;radio transmitter, but its faint COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI) party of the Alpine Club was were served to the members
bleep-bleep-bleep signals from _ A spokesman for the Ohio held Monday night, November and friends present by the
space were strong enough to civil rights commission said 22, at the home of Mrs. Cora gracious hostess, Mrs. Lee.
The next meeting of the club
remind 49 million Frenchmen only four complaints were filed Lee, 591 Beale.
that the aging general will do during the first 30 days the., The club members and their will be December 13, at 7:30
delightful
a
enjoyed
friends
country
their
keep
at the home of Mrs. Rosa
p.m.
his best to
states Equal Housing Law has!
evening of games and other fes- Wright, 597 Mississippi Blvd.
in the front rank of the world's been in effect.
tivities.
powers so long as they keep
Ellis L. Ross, executive sec- First there was a short busi- We urge all members to be
him in the presidency.
retary of the commission, said ness session for project reports, present. On this night, we will
three complaints were filed in after which the party got under,exchange gifts and remember
Cleveland and one in Toledo. way. Rib-tickling games and our indisposed members.
Mrs. Pauline D. Toney is
law forbids racial dis- delicious feasting at this point
crimination in real estate sales, set the stage for the Thanksgiv- president of the club, and Mrs.
Irene Gleedon is vice president.
on all property except owner- ing Season.
Thanksgiving Basket, for
occupied dwellings two units or, A tasty menu of turkey,
dressing, ham, deviled eggs, which members sold chances,
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — less.
not reveal cranberry sauce, Waldorf salad. was won by Mrs. M. C. Mims
Police said a sharp-eyed garden- Ross said he could
pickles, olives, of 708 Tate St.
rolls,
of the hot
er led them to a field where he under the law the names
corn• found three of the four trea- persons who made the
t
sures stolen Friday from the plaints which were being inVatican Library. The find in- vestigated.
eluded two manuscripts con- Ile said one reason that only
four cases were filed was that
sidered priceless,
civil
Pope Paul VI was informed persons active in the
told
JAMES I. TAYLOR
of the discovery immediately,irights movement had been
not ac.
police said, but a public an-lhe commission would
mriwinehgnoeferwo oinlfil
mola nstdthuediseenextospe
Final arrangements were be-1 goThfhitescfdhreoom
bona
only
but
cases,
test
nouncement was delayed In .cept
, Memphis chapter of Links Inc.,
will:
hopes the thieves would come fide complaints from intlividu- ing made this week by the
profit
house
new
a
buy
to
wanting
als
back to claim their loot.
for the exciting play, "The seeing first hand the quality
The manuscripts of 14th cen-ior rent an apartment.
for Wives," to be pre- and hidden significance of the
School
en
claim
was
case
Toledo
The
Francesco l
humanist
tury
s ted by the Memphis State work of the great French playassoloan
and
savings
a
that
Petearch and 16th century poet
University Drama Department wright and author, Moliere.
Torquato Tasso were wraPPed.ciation refused to make a home in the MSU Auditorium on Tilesrace.
Tickets may be obtained
of
basis
the
on
undamaged.3oan
in a package and
day night Dec '7 with curtain
from any member of the Links.
time set for 7:30.
For extra tickets, persons
,
Indications are that the MSU
James I. Taylor, a resident
Players will be seen by a large may call Mrs. Julia Atkins at
and enthusiastic audience, as 276-3761.
of Memphis and Shelby County
there has been a great demand
Tickets may also be obtained for more than 30 years anfor balcony tickets.
at the door.
flounces the opening of his own
real estate brokerage office at
492 E. McLemore Avenue.
Phone 946-3540.

Gardner Leads
ToThe
Rome Police
Vatican Treasurer

'School For Wives Will

120z.
Can

290

Hiawatha Club Holds
Breakfast Meeting

DIAMOND
Aluminum

FOIL
19°
25 Foot

His firm will handle general
real estate sales, leases and
property management.

T h e Hiawatha Federated breakfast were Mrs. Mary D.
For the past six years, he
Club held an eloquent after King, Mrs. E. Oglesby, Mrs. G. worked as a real estate salesThanksgiving breakfast meet- N. Newsom, Mrs. Grace K. man in the employ of the S. S.
mg, in the dining room of Hotel Tardy, Mrs. Jessie Lockhart, Lewis Realty Company at 239
Sheraton Friday morning, Nov. Mrs. Mauddean Seward, Mrs. East E. H. Crump Blvd. He
26. Mrs. Winnie Hill president Winnie F. Hill, president; Mrs. attended the U T course in
of the club presided.
Mildred Crawford, vice, presi- Brokerage as a prerequisite for
The committee reports indi- dent; Mrs. B. C. Lenoir, secre- the State Examination recated great enthusiasm among tary; Mrs. W. A. Bisson, asst, quired for licensed real estate
members on plans for communi- secretary; Mrs. Zana Ward, fi- brokers. He is an active mega
ty projects for 1966.
nancial secretary; Mrs. Willa ber of Mt. Zion A.M.E. Churellor
Guests at the meeting were H. Briscoe, treasurer; Mrs. where he serves as a member
Mrs. Marie Adams, president Mary Murphy, parliamentarian; of the Steward Board, Sunday
of the City Federation; Mrs. J. Miss Annie Lee Thompson, de- School Teacher, and ClassL. Mitchell, Mrs. Charles Pink
,
votional leader and Mrs. D. R. leader.
Iston, Mrs. J. W. Ester and Mrs. Bodden, reporter.
He is a graduate of LeMoyne
Ark.,
of
Lewis
Camden,
R. C.
Mrs. Seward and Miss Thomp- College and was a former teach
house guest of Mrs. D. R. Sod.
den.
. son were hostesses for the an- or of 14 years in the Memphis
City Schools.
The members attending the nual breakfast.
S

MISS NAACP AND COURT
Miss NAACP of Winston-Salem State College, Miss Carolyn
Edwards (center), is pictured with her court Miss Daisy
Rogers (left) attendant, from Wilmington and MiQs Mary
Cureton, attendant, also from Wilmington. Miss NAACP and
the members of her court are sophomores.

WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS

INSURANCE
For all of your
Insurance needs

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
CALL

3511 Park at Highland
• No Coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchases.

QUEE
ganisa
Ill, m

Taylor Opens
Own Real •
Estate Office

4

12 Inch

the organization has been able to help the needy for some
13 years as a result of the generosity of all citizens, and
persons who would like to assist this year, and who cannot
pass by the booth, may do so by mailing donations to the
Mallory Knights Christmas Fund, 280 Hernando Street,
Memphis. All contributions are tax deductible. RCV. D. E.
Herring is president of the Mallory Knights.

Be Given By MSU Players

Maryland Club Instant

Red Bird

y

Few Ohioans Mrs. Cora Lee Fetes
Charge Bias
Alpine Club Members
In I-lousing

Grade A. Medium

dozen

ATU

913 So. Third
at Walker
Hollywood at
Chel sea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
1378

Notional

1578 Lamar Ave.

HOGUE & KNOTT

JONES & ASSOCIATES

I (711I.
Miss
dent

&Timor( BOU,SON wHISKY • SD PROOF •0196S,01.D CHARTER DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, SY.

Tick-tock...tick-tock...

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

ER
CHART
OLD*
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
7years old

INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO LIABILITY - FIRE HOMEOWNERS
HOSPITALIZATION • TRIP LIFE INSURANCE
Phone 942 3251

9468169

979 EAST McLEMORE
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Erma Gant Crowned Queen Of Owen College
.4,

44111'"

•

.me
and
nnot
the
reet,
I. E.

QUEEN AND COURT) ... Queen Erma, her court, organization representatives, and crown-bearer, John Jordan,
III, son of Dr. and Mrs. John Jordan. Jr., are all smiles as

they pose for the photography white the audience danced
to the music of The Mad Lads featuring vocalist, Tina
BrYildit. Metered on the throne with the queen arefrom

left, Miss Shirley Bryant, Miss Sophomore: Miss lionorine
Cooper, first alternate to Miss Owen; Miss Jurley Davis,
second alternate to Miss Owen; and, Miss Paula Braswell,

Miss Freshman. The organizational representatives presentee' gifts to the queen. Herbert "K" Kneeland served as
master of ceremonies.

I CROWN THEE . . . "I Crown thee Queen Erma Gant—
Miss Owen College-1965-66," says John Fleming, president of Owen college's Student Council as he placed the

crown on Miss Gant's head. Pictured in the background is
Miss Jurley Davis, second alternate to Miss Owens."

POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE . . . Elgar's "Pomp and
Circumstances" provided lovely and stately background
music for the Miss Erma Jean Gant's grand entrance recently at Owen College's Coronation Ceremonies. Miss

Gant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Riley Gant, 1603 Webb
Street, is shown walking gracefully towards the ceremonial
platform where she took her oath for the title of Miss Owen
College, 196546 and received her crown and sceptre.

SOI,EMN MOMENT . . . All was quiet as Rev. R. Henry
11110;reen, minister of the college, road the duties and respon

sibillties of "Miss Owen Collette" to Miss Gant during the
most solemn moments of the eeremmtles.

Thomas I. Willard, Dean — Registrar
GRAND WALTZ
of Owens College. and Queen Erma Gant lead the group
in the Grand Waltz which ended the ceremonies. Mr. Wil-

lard represented Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, president of die
College. The Ball immediately followed the ceremoides.
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"Happiness, is a butterfly, which when pursued, is always
beyond our grasp, but which, if you will sit down quietly, may
alight upon you " Hawthrone.
The Thanksgiving holidays brought its influx of welcome
visitors to our city, college students coming home for the holidays, old friends returning home after a long while, and then
some taking the trek to other places.
With the college crowd, JACKIE BRODNAX, who's a student at Clarke college in Dubuque, Iowa and her brother TERM', who's studying at Marian college in Indianapolis, Ind.,
were home visiting their parents, GLADYS and WILLIAM
'BEATLE" BRODNAX at their Ferber Avenue home.
And CLARENCE EARL WITHERS, son of Dorothy and
Ernest Withers brought two of his Tennessee State University
classmates home with him, LEROY GRAHAM, from Greenville, S. C. and JOSEPH BUTLER from Detroit.
Glimpsed Fisk University coed PATRICIA DIXON in traffic during the holidays, she was home with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. D. DIXON.
Ho..., nice to see LOUISE ILES COLLINS Saturday night
at the Top Hat and Tails Clubhouse where she was the guest
of good friends, JEWEL and DR. OSCAR SPEIGHT.
Louise was the house guest of her brother and ister-in-law,
EVELYN and CHARLES ILES on Perry Cove. Accompanying
her from their Marshall. Texas borne were her fwo daughters,
Wiley coed, PAULA, and PAMELA who's in high school.
And we were indeed very happy to have as our guest, our
good friends from yonder and yore, MELBA FREEMAN
.;ONES from the Motor City where she is a nurse. Her hubby,
FLOYD who is also a former Memphian is a musician and
playing at the swank Rooster Tail restaurant on the Detroit
River, where he is the first musician of color to play in this
orchestra. This music virtuoso has traveled extensively around
the world with the LIONEL HAMPTON and RAY
CHARLES
tend with whom he played the trumpet.
Also in town for the holidays was GEORGE MAYO, who
was visiting from New York City with his family.
Forming a caravan and motoring to Nashville were the
A. M. WALKERS their, daughter CANDY, her little
lriends,
PAMELA VENSON and CYNTHIA MAYWEATHE
R; RUTH
and ROBERT LEWIS, MAXINE and Dr. VASCO
SMITII,
and ANNIE LAURIE and State Representative A. W.
WILLIS,
Jr.
All of the couples, with the exception of the Willises
stopped
t the Capitol Inn. The Willises were guests of their
friends,
the DEBERRY McKISSACKS.
The couples were guests of Dr. W. S. DAVIS,
president of
Tennessee A & I State University at the Tennessee State
home-

oming football game and are full of praise for the marching were WILMA SUEING a club prize winner whom sic Itt.foit to MITCHUM had decorated the family room with balloons
and
hand at the University.
name as well as guest prize winner Zernia Peacock.
happy birthday signs and mommy had ordered her favorite
They were also dinner guests at the home of PAT and
Other Les Elites pre ant were ERNESTINE CUNNING- rievil's food cake with pink frosting topped off with the apprn
HAROLD SHAW, who're the daughter and son-in-law of HARpriate number of candles.
RIETT and MACE() WALKER. Another highpoint of the trip HAM, ANITA SUGGS, ELIZABETH pURHAM, ANNIE MARIE
Little friends helping Carla Jean celebrate were KIRK
%1115 a trip to The Alley, which is a street of fashionable night- GREENE, ELMA MARDIS, JO BERNICE BROOKS and RUTHIE STRONG.
WHALUM, BARBARA and RODNEY HAMILTON, WANDA
clubs featuring the most in entertainment.
Other guests were CAR1EE BODYE, CLEO JONES, EMILY WOODRUFF, HARLENE HUNT, DONNA WILKERSON SONAlso in Na3hville for the week-end was Miss LAWRENCE
JA MALUNDA, BRENDA KNOWLES, CARLTON PORTER,
.;ACKSON,
and RUBY FENTRESS.
PATTERSON, who was up from Mississippi Vocational college
JOANN DONELSON, STEPHANIE and CLAUDE BYNUM, her
where she is a dornitory matron.
Incidentally, Dorothy and her handsome hubby, Walter, cousins MINDA and LEO McWILLIAMS, and more totutins
And PAULINE ALLEN drove down to her native Columbus, spent the Thanksgiving holidays in Los Angeles visiting her sis- LESLIE and PETER STRONG, ENID WALTON,
Miss., to visit her friends, Dr. and Mrs. J. D. WILLIAMS, who ter and brother-in-law, BARBARA and RUFUS BOWLING. PAYNE, JACKIE LUTHER, ANITA WADLEY, GEORGIA
had visited her the week before. Pauline also visited her sister They spent the other week-end in St. Louis where they saw MAS, KAREN, PAM and JERILYN LOMAX, BURNELL H01.and brother in law, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. TOLLIVER in Canton, their Alma Mater Tennessee State play Lincoln. Some getting IX, VICKY BRIDGEPORT and ALLAN and ALLAYNE TUR•
around, eh?
NER,
Mississippi.
Going along with PAULINE to Columbus were LEV WILLIAMS and BETTY MOORE, who went to visit their families.
Jetting it off to Winston Salem, N.C., and looking as smart
as always was VELMA LOIS JONES, who went to visit frineds,
CAROL and DAVID PEAY. Carol and Velma Lois are friends
from Columbia University where they both received their
Master's degrees.
While on the south east coast VELMA LOIS also went to
Greensboro for parties. Her hosts entertained her lavishly
with parties and kept her constantly on the go.
And participating in the American Bridge tournament at
the Americana Hotel in Atlanta were ELOISE and Dr. ARTHUR FLOWERS, ADA JACKSON and LILA DUMAS.
How nice to be thought of after a long hard day's work and
then a faculty meeting and all the last minute things one must
go at school before a holiday season begins!
SALLY BARTHOLOMEW had no idea of what was being
brewed up at her school just before the holidays began, it all
started off as the regular days do, that is regular days just before holidays. But the faculty of Merrill Elementary school
had
good things in store for their Principal, a surprise birthday
party.
In on the planning and also the good fellowship were
faculty members, Mrs. MAMIE C. JONES, secretary and teachers,
Mesdames KATHLEEN ALDRIDGE, DELORES BINS, MARIE
DAVIS, MARGARET HOSKINS, MARY KELLY, ELIZABETH
LAMBERT, OSSIE TOLBERT and Misses JOSEPHINE
WATKINS and LILLIAN MeCRAY and EDWARD DRIVER.
A nice way to begin the holiday season, methinks.
ROSALYN WILLIS, teenage daughter of State Representative and Mrs. A. W. Willis, Jr., was crowned "Miss
Social
Belle," at the NAACP-sponsored coronation ball night
at the
Club Paradise.
Spied the LACEY KENNEDYS at the Front
St. Theatre
catching "The Glass Menagerie." Also saw ZERNIA
PEA
COCK, VELMA LOIS JONES, PAULINE ALLEN,
OTHELLA
SHANNON. Mr. and Mrs. JACQUES WILMORE.
And with the clubs over the week-end, DOROTHY
EVANS
invited members of the Les Elites Bridge Club
to meet with
her Saturday in the Hospitality Suite at the
Sheraton-Motor
Inn. Les Elites winning beautiful traveling
clocks were ELLA
MAE HEWITT, DOROTEiN MOSELEY and
DELORES BOONE,
and guests receiving the coveted gifts
were EVELYN ROBERTSON, ANNIE BELLE SAUNDERS — Who
was out for the
first time since the birth of her little boy
— and VELMA LOIS
JONES.
Tossing calorie charts to the winds and
indulging themselves with the savory ham steaks, au
gratin potatoes, et at,

And the Semper Fidelis Bridge club met with VELMA L.
WILLIAMS at her home on Stephens Place Saturday night
where they partook of turkey and all the trimmings.

Helping with the games was MELANIE McWILLIAMS,
teenage cousin of the honoree; and Mesdames ALTHEA WOODRUFF, VERNA SIMON, HILDRED LOMAX, BARBARA
KNOWLES and EMMA JEAN TURNER.
Bridge prize winners were BERTHA RAY, WILLIE JONES
Mr. and Mrs. OSIE B. LEWIS, Sr., celebrated their twenand JUANITA ARNOLD. JUANITA TRUITT won the guest
tieth wedding anniversary at their home at 1983 Murley and
prize.
had more than a hundred well-wishers to attend their party.
Other members enjoying the Thanksgiviog dinner were The Lewises are the parents of two children, 0'. iE J, , and
ARDENA HERNDON, ADELAIDE RANDLE MAYDELLA DENISE.
And speaking of anniversaries, Tillie and Harold
REEVES and GEORGIA DANCY. Other guests were ANN LEE
decided to celebrate theirs by going to St. Louis where.theY
and VERA SMITH.
luxuriated at the Downtowner. They also caught Sammy Davis'
Prizes were from the Hot Springs House of Pottery. and show which they describe
as superb, heard Harold's brother
everyone received a gift.
H. D. playing at the Vanita Fair in Gaslight Square and dined
Mrs. HENKIETTA CRAIGEN was hostess to the PHYLLIS at the Mayfair Lenox where the steaks
were prepared in branWHEATLEY club at the home of her club member Mrs. LULA dy- right at their table. They also
visited Harold's uncle01
POPE on McKinley. Mrs. CRAIGEN gifted members and aunt, assistant attorney general and Mrs. HENRY
TWIGG.
guests with scraves, filigree tissue holders and cologne.
Harold also attended the Tennessee State and Lincom UniPrize winners were Mesdams EMMA CRITTENDEN, who versities game.
won the first prize, and Augusta Cash, who won first prize in
Mrs. LULA POPE of Booker T. Washington High School,
the word game. They - were making as many words as possible
Miss RAMELLE EDDINS of Manassas High and Mrs. MABEL
from the word Thanksgiving.
JONES of DOUGLASS High School attended a worksnop on
Other members present were Mesdames MARIE L. ADAMS, the low income families sponsored
by the lennessee HOUTIv
HATTIE BRAITHWAITE, ANNIE BELL ALLvNE, LEA'Tli Economic Association
in Nashville at the Andrew Jackson
JONES, ALTHEA PRICE, C. M. ROUHLAC MAMIE WILLIS Hotel.
R. S. LEWIS, and Misses ISABEL GREENLEE and MATTIE
Each of the ladies teach home economics at their school,
.
BELL.
Visitors in our midst recently have been Mrs. ADLINE
Guests were Mrs. MATTIE BUMPUS who won first guest
BOONE from the Motor City, who is visiting her sister, Mrs.
prize, Mesdames ALBERTA FOWLER and JEWEL HULBERT.
OMAR ROBINSON on Brookins.
During the business portion of the meeting the ladies deAnd overnight guests of Pauline Allen were Dr. and Mrs.
cided to have their Christmas party at the home of Mrs. Willis'
J. B. WILLIAMS from Pauline's native Columbus, Miss., where
son and daughter-in-law, VIVIAN and THOMAS WILLIS on
Dr. Williams is a dentist
South Parkway. They also appropriated funds for Owen college
And Dr. H. M. PROFFITT of Helena, Arkansas dropped
and the NAACP.
in on his friend, Atty. A. A. "Doc" Letting. Dr. Proffitt is a
ARNETHA VANPELT was hostess to the Les Uniques Soformer president of the National Dental Association.
cial club at her home on South Parkway. Club members gave
Atty. Letting is chairman of the Program Committee of
a lovely gift to LILLIAN FISHER who will become a bride
the Men's Fellowship of Second Congregational Church which
during the Thanksgiving holidays.
will make distinguished service awards to citizens who INK.
Enjoying the lovely meeting were, AMANDA BA ITLES,
made outstanding contributions to the community. Jed,'"
BOBBIE JONES BULLARD, ROSE CAVINESS, BARBARA
Wilmore, will be the speaker for the program which will be
JACKSON, JOANN MAYO OSBORNE, CAROLYN PaIRDY,
December 21. The awards will be presented by FLOYD CAMP-,
RUBY PURDY, who's president of the group. BETTY GILLIS
ROUNDS, DORIS TUNSTALL, EVELYN VAVASSEUK, DA- BELL.
Don't forgt the Links play, "School for Wives," which wil
NESE HANCOCK WELCH, JERLINE WILLIAMS and MYRA
be Tuesday night December 7, at 7:30 P.M. at Memphis Stat
SMITH WILSON.
University.
Get well wishes were sent to DORIS WATKINS COOPER
Members of the Lakeview "Thursday Niters" Bridge grou
who is recuperating at Crump hospital.
bid bon voyage to Mrs. CECIL MITCHELL, a member, during,
.
t
How would you like two surpris birthday parties in one
day? Too, too divine eh? With presents at both! All of this at- a luncheon held last Saturday at the River Bluff Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Mitchell, whose hpsband, CECIL, has recently taker&
tests to the fact that IMOGENE HILL is well thought of at
a job in management with the Brunswick Corporation, will bet.
home and then abroad.
First she was pleasantly surprised with a party by the making her home in St. Albans, N.Y.
Members of the bridge group attending the luncheon were
Woodstock faculty where she is Assistant Principal. 'I h e y
tricked her into going into the home economics class rocm af- ,Mrs. BERTHA JOHNSON, Mrs. ETHELYN EARLS, Mrs.
JOYCE SPRINGFIELD, Mrs. JEANNETTE CARR, Mrs,
ter school where they had the party.
Then when she came home she thought she was .going to CAROLYN GARNER, Mrs. VERASTINE GOODRICH, Mrs
visit her friends. EVELYN and HUNTER STIGER on Decatur, ERNESTINE McFERRIN, Mrs. GLORIA TUGGLE, and Mrs
only to find out that her husband Wayne had ronspired with, EVIE HORTON.
Mrs. Mitchell was presented a lovely gift.
the Stigers and Etta Mae and Jordan "Bill" Flowers in planning another surprise party for her.
Also in on the surprise and sharing the tun were SANDRA
HILL, teenage daughter of the honoree, VELMA LOIS JONES,
ELEANOR and GARMER CURRIE, EDNA HERRON, IIELEN
BURNS, MATTIE JO HARRIS, SHIRLEY HARRIS, MILVA
and LEV GILL, and CORA BINGHAM from St. Louis.
Also celebrating a natal day over the week-end was cute
little CARLA JEAN
daughter of EMMA JEAN and
CARL STOTTS on Quinn
It was CARLA JEAN's seventh birthday and she was
proud as punch, her father and brother TORRENCE MICHAEL

sTorrs,

HO: TO BORROW MONEY
WITHOUT INCREASING YOUR
PRESENT MONTHLY PAYMENT

SEE US
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY CASH

DIXIE FINANCE CO.
161 South Main. - 527-8581
152 Madison Ave 525-7611

LeMOYNE GRAD WELCOME() — Henry A.
Ryan, a 1937
graduate of LeMoyne college, and now a
cultural affairs
officer for the American Embassy in
Leopoldville, The
orated -Mad Magicians" undet
the tutelage of Coach Jack Ad-I
kins and starred in football andi
basketball. Ile was graduatedi
from LeMoyne in 1937.
Mr. Rye' is a former dean of ,
of men at Howard University
and has completed nearly all
the requirements for the Ph.D.
A tea last week honored one degree.
of LeMoyne College's gratinlie was in Memphis with his
sites, Henry A. Ryan, cultural wife and daughter visiting
relitaffairs officer for the American lives and friends.
Embassy (USIS), Leopoldville.
Two other prominent Lethe Democratic Republic of the
Moyne graduates were at the
Congo,
tea. Dr. James S. Byes and
Mr. Ryan was one of the cele- Jesse II. Turner,

RE-KNITTING
RE-WEAVING
WIZARD WEAVERS

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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Congo, was honored at a tea on the college
campus last
week. Among those chatting with him during
the affair
Carolyn Banks and Bobbie Thomas. (Withers
Photo)

Tea At LeMoyne
Honors Grad
Now In Congo

Fine HAND

Call or Come In Today.

Interesting and unique Xmas gifts, all packaged beautifully, for women, men and children.
A wide choice of gifts; lingerie, toiletries, jewelry
notions, and many, many othtrs.
We have a unique selection of suits and drsssss for
the Xmas holidays.
Ow, from 8:00 a.m. to 600 p.m. Doily

8.00 o.m. to 900 p.m. Friday 8. Saturday
Mr. Gearg• Williams • Own..
MPS. Th•ries• Wil/rarri• • Co-Owo•r
Mrs• Anottrt• Hender•en MoCray • Mgr.
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DEFENDElt

IBurnett because of the illness
BE THANKFUL
The challenge to every indi-, of the pastor, Rev. Purham.
vidual at this time of year is to Mrs. Webb was an old rest-1
evaluate himself and see if dent of Gibson county and was'
he is really thankful, or if loved by all who knew her,
he just take things for granted. children and adults alike. She
There is so much for which had been ill for some time, and
to be thankful the things that , was cheerful up to thirty
are free, and the ability to work minutes before passing.
for those that are not. A living She leaves a daughter, Miss
God to serve, a living Christ Connie Webb, two nieces, 1...ena
to emulate, friends to answer Mae and Edith Mathis, one
the call, and loved ones to care. brother, Otis James, of Milan;
Just think of it.
Mesdames Viola Delapp of
Trenton, Evelyn Sects of MeSCHOOL TO MOVE
Kinsey and Viola Bolden of East
At Stigall, the high school
St.
Louts, Ill.
students are all astir, for within
the next week, they will move Here for the funeral was Mr.
into their new quarters, and gel Freeman Caldwell of Dayton,
a breath of fresh air from an whom Mrs. Webb raised from
overcrawed environment. In one the age three; Mr. !tattle Caldof the programs during Edtt. well also of Dayton. From Milan
cation Week, Mrs. Ora Lee Gen- came the Robert Caldwells.
'try presented C. H. Williams nephew,' Mrs. Irene Williams.
a gift from the members and of Indianapolis, James Wilson
minister of Lane Chapel church Delapp, and Mrs. Mathis of
Norchaplain;
Paul
Clarence
Hayes,
president;
Mitchell,
Twelve
of
the
DANCE—Members
TWELVE SPORTSMEN'S
for his receiving his master's Milan. Mr. and Mrs. Mose'
Henry
J.
president;
Hassell,
vice
D.
treasurer;
0.
man,
Swoops friends from Springfield,
Sportsmen's club presented a Winter dance at Curries Club
degree.
Tenn,
Franklin, financial secretary; John A. Bratcher, business
Tropicana, and here the members stand for a toi mal picWin. F. Lacey also presented
'
presCommittee.
Not
Sick
manager, and Robert I,. Jones,
ture, From left are Edv.ard J. Friend, assistant business
C C. Moody with a gift from Arthor Gillespie skipped his
ent for photograph was William Pegues, sergeant-at arms. his minister and members of class at Lane to sing the demanager; Melvin Massey, recording secretary; Paul Hines,
(Withers Photo)
reporter; Johnnie Sanford, Sick Committee; Leonard E.
St. James church. He too, re- ceased' favorite hymn, "In the
Carden." Mims Funeral Home
ceived his master's degree,
was in charge.
FHA OFFICERS
The Future Homemakers of
America elected t.heir officers
as follows: president, Virginia 1
Wilson; first vice president,1
Glenda Stewart; second vice
Elementary president. Sandra Donaldson: '
Dunbar
The
School PTA will present a tea Carol Midget, secretary; Gwenin the school cafetorium on dolyn Glenn, assistant secretary;:
Reed,
treasurer; !
Sunday. Dec. 5, and the public. Birdie
is invited. A beautiful program Deborah Thomas, narliamenhas been planned by the parents lariat): and Shirlene Yarbrough, ,
song leader.
and teachers.
The guest speaker will be Glenda Johnson, Virginia Wil
son,
Glenda Stewart, and DeRev. R. W. Norsworthy, pastor
of Mt. Moriah Baptist church. borah Thomas entered the
'"Make-It-Yourself"
contest held
Mrs. Viola Hill is PTA president, and Mrs. Mildred Car at Lambuth college in Jackson.
This
competition,
open
to girls
ver principal of the school.
Dunbar is located at 2606 Se in Home Economics classes,
fealured models in three•pit•ce
ledt ave.
wool suits made in their classes.
MISS ANNIE TODD
Each of the girls from Humboldt won fourth, fifth, sixth and
'seventh places and received
gifts. There were 25 entries.
Nelda Williams is 1.1-1A
advisor, and home economics
LONDON — (U P I) — Air instructor.
traffic on the transatlantic
VISITING
route, one of the busiest in the Miss Lila Northcross has
reworld, was seriously disrupted turned with chest out and walkby the big power failure in the log briskly, since her recent trip.
United States.
to St. Louis and the Windy Announcement is made this
Flights to New York and City. Here with her for her an-week of the engagement of Miss
several other airports on the nual last-of-the-year visit is her'Annie Todd
of Millington, to
eastern seaboard began back- sister, Miss Mable Northcross,Illarry Lous of Flint, Mich.
ing up in London and continent- who went right to work wrap-: The bride is the daughter of
Flights due into London from ping gifts for all of the Gillespie Mrs. Maudie V. Wilson, the
al airports.
children. For several years she,niece of Miss Donnie Mae Todd
has been giving them their and resides with her grand
Christmas party.
mother, Mrs. Annie Mae Todd
FINAL RITES
She is a graduate of Grigg-.
The funeral services of the Business college.
Isle Mrs. Zetta Webb, was held, Mr. Lotus is now serving in
The LeMoyne Alumni Club of at the Lane Chapel CME, church the United States Navy at ProMemphis will conduct its re-!with Rev. Burnett, Wade and,vidence, Rhode Island.
gular monthly meeting this I Purham officiating.
I A December wedding is planSunday, Dec. 5, at 5 p.m. in The eulogy was given by Rev.I ned.
Looking on, from left, are Cadet Majors
NEW AIRLINE HOSTESS — Comparing
the Brownlee Hall
faculty
Frank Morley, Vicksburg, Miss., and Mat- lounge on the
notes with members of Tennessee State
college campus.
thew Taylor, Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.; and
University Air Force ROTC cadets is Miss
Final plans for staging the
Cadet Capt. Leon Carter, Toledo, Ohio. Jan. 1 basketball game between
111, Patricia Sawyer, pointing to the routes she
(Joe Zinn Photo)
LeMoyne and Southern Univerwill travel as a United Airlines hostess.
sity will be discussed, according
—
to the club president, Elmer L.
Wife Preservers
Henderson,

Dunbar PTA To
Sponsor A Tea

Air Traffic
Disrupted By
Blackout

•

Deceniber

Wedding Plans

_eMoyne Club To
Meet Next Sunday

He's Coming Home
Mrs, Rita McClure reads news of her husband's release
front a Viet Congo prison camp. A resident of Chattanooga,
tenn., Mrs. McClure said she hopes her husband will be
home for Chirstmas. (UPI Telephoto)

BANK TEUA TRAINEES]
CASHIES—CHECKERS
PBX-PECEPTICNISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITE 876
527-5508

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
presents

New Airline Hostess
Visits TSU Campus

Back to the Tennessee State university counselor, her afuniversity campus after com- filiations include the Literary
pleting her training as a hostess Guild and Alpha Kappa Alpha
for United Airlines last week sorority.
was Miss Patricia Sawyer, Both of Miss Sawyer's parents
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gran- are members of the Tennessee
State faculty. Dr. Sawyer, reville M. Sawyer.
Miss Sawyer, a class of 1965 cently appointed executive asEnglish major, is based in sistant to the president of the
Chicago and will serve within university, was formerly dithe continental United States. rector of public relations.
An outstanding student at the Mrs. Sawyer is on the Enuniversity where she was a iglish faculty.

•

Club Notes

The D.A.C. Club held its reg- len is vice president, and Mrs.
ular meeting at the home of Lottie Wade the reporter for
Mrs. Mattie Johnson. president. ,he club.
Plans were completed for the The Pride of Ruth Cart of
club's Christmas dinner party Amaranth 336 sponsored its anwhich is to be held at the Top nual Fashion Tea at the First
Hat and Tails. Members were !Baptist church, 334 South
asked to bring items of grecery Twelfth street in West Memfor the less fortunate at Christ- phis, last Sunday.
WDIA's Barbara Tomei/ sermas time.
The members were served re- ved as narrator for the occasion. Mrs. Kattie Harris was
freshments by the hostess.
Mrs. Mattie Johnson is the ,chairman, and Mrs. Alberta
president, Mrs. Minnie Lee Al-'Patten is Royal Matron.

He Says

r 4
Parchment I a mps ha d• dingy?
Give it a coat of brown shoe polish
for a light wood tone finish. Apply
sparingly, rub in well.

LOS ANGELES — (NM) —
Deputy Police Chief Roger E.
Murdock predicted that there
will he no more riots in the
Watts area. but quickly admitted he could be wrong. He said
the department is constantly
"plagued by rumors . . . but I
I don't believe them despite the
ifact that I was completely surprised by the first riot."

Get personal.
Have all your gifts
initialed V.O.this year.
Seagram's V.O. does what no other whisky can—

defines smooth once and for all. Light? Of course.
Gift wrapped at no extra cost.
Seagram's V.O. Canadian

NEW!
SHANGRI-LA WIG
Memphis Wig Warn Exclusive. . .
Lifetime Guaranteed-Your Life
Free. .Clean. .Care. . Style at any Wig Warn Shop
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CORNETTE REALTY, INC.
OUR MOTTO:

•

As„.1.0

Q. A. - QUICK ACTION
•Real Estate Sales,

New Shangri-La wig,

• Property Management,

in

• Real Estate Loans.

Head Block, Carrying Case

• General Insurance

and 6 months FREE Styling -

If you are buying a wig at Memphis
Wig Warn - buy a Shangraa monthly notes, remaining the same

Come In Today

527-9606

Ph. 525-1861

ASK ABOUT OUR
AUTOMATIC
FINANCE!

SALES STAFF
Mr. R. A. Miller

Mrs Charlesteen Miles

I. A. Westley. Manager

C C Sawyer, President

334 Vance Ave.
te

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 South Main 'Street
StAJAM DISTILUIN COMPANY N PC
CAIMIAMI 101118r5-5 NINO Of SR IMO IFINISAIFS SIA YEARS 01.0 St t PROOF

525-1433
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BARBERS HELP NEEDY — Tins year
members of the Barbers Charity club pre.
sented two food baskets, including tui keys,
to needy Memphis families. and Mrs. Alma
Morris, the president, said she wishes that
the organization could provide for more.

Seen here, before distributing the food on
Thanksgiving eve, are, from left, Mrs. Beatrice Porter, corresponding secretary;
William Johnson, vice president, and Mrs.
Morris.
MISS RHOMANIA CONTESTANTS pose for the cameraman
before the emblem of Sigma Gamma Sorority which swim
sors the contest to benefit their scholarship fund. Left to

Southern Regional School
Press Institute Schedule

right they arc: Belinda Campbell, a student at Hyde Park
school, Joyce Moore a student at Mt. Pisgah High School
and Sherry Holmes a student at Leath Elementary School.

Big Changes Expected

The 15th annual Southern Be- annual Luncheon Meeting at the ca! College, Nashville, Tenn
gional School Press institute Manger Hotel in dowmown Or. Frank L. J. Corsetti, prowill be held at Savannah State Savannah.
lessor of journalism and school
College Fib. 10-11, 1966. T h e Some of the recipients will press services, Duquesne Unitheme is, The Importance Of be: Osborn Elliott, editor of versity,
Larry WASHINGTON, D. C.
1'it t sbu rgh ;
— 1)esegregation
Task
Forcelto attend. Harassment. intimiThe Mass Media In Our Daiiy Newsweek magazine, New York. Walsh, student press editor, Du.
•
to which they co-sponsored I a s t'dation, and more subtle forms,
Lives.
Ralph McGill, editor of Atlanta quesne University, Pittshur,t,..; Sweeping changes rill have
'of pressure often discourage'
Charles Pintchman, assist:Int Constitution, Atlanta, Ga., Wil. N. S..'atterson. editor and man- be made in the implementation summer.
director of public affairs, Read- liam J. Eason, executive vice- ager, Photolith magazine, Mem- of Title VI of the Civil Rights - Active in seven states and ap- Negroes from attempting to en-1
er's Digest, New York, will be president, American Newspaper phis, Tenn., Marion Jackson, Act if schools are to be dese- provimately 100 communities, roll in desegregated cchools unthe keynote speaker on Thurs. Guil d, Washington, D. C.; sports editor. Atlanta Daily:gregated by the target date of the Task Force contributed to
day, Feb. to, at 10:70 a.m.
Charles PIntchman, assistant dl- World, Atlanta, and Miller, As. Sept., 1967, two organization the registration of about 4,000 der this plan, the Task Force
Dr. Edward W. Brice, deputy rector of public affairs, Read- sistant Publisher, New Lady told the U. S. Department of Negro children in previously all. found.
commissioner, Office of Edu- er's Digest, New York, and Dr. inagazine, Hayward, Calif.
Health, Education and Welfare, white schools, according to Jean If fewer than 20 per cent of
cation, Washington, D.C., will Edwird W. Brice, director cif Dr. Dozier Cade, chairman of In a 59-page report made pub. Fairfax, director of the project the Negro pupils are currently
address the Public Assembly on adult educatioa branch of the the department of journalism, ,ic. the American Friends Serv• and spokesman at a news conenrolled in desegregated schools
Friday, Feb. 11, at 10:20 a.m. Office of Education, t-Vas-i-ng" Georgia State Colle,le, Atlanta, ice Committee and the NAACP ference.
been
will serve, as the general con- Legan Defense and Educational The report questioned the after freedom of choice has
A feature of this year's In- ton, D.C.
stltute will be the awarding of Other consultants and re- sultan', and chief resource per- Fund made twenty recommen-i"freedom of choice" desegrega- in effect, this should be regardnumerous certificates of merit source persons include: Miss ison for educational public re- dations to HEW to speed the!tion plans under which pupils eded as an indication that the
to noted national and local pub- Catherine Smith, director of jations and school press affairs43ace of school integration, bas- are theoretically allowed to ,plan is not working, the report
led on the experience of a School‘choole which schools they wish,states.
lications and societies at the public relations, Meharry
all levels.

For -Civil Rights Act

REVO LUTIO NA RY..N EW
NC) TUBES ...
this revolutionary space-age

development by Magnavox replaces all tubes and component damacYng fil3e:* with Solid State circuitry 10 times more efficient than
conventional tube sets. Solid State Components are guaranteed 5
years, replaced if defective in normal
ONE YEAR!

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Collie Leroy Wilkins, who last
month was acquitted in the
murder trial of Mrs.
Liuzzo, and two other Ku Klio.W
Klansmen are scheduled to appear in Federal court on Monday on charges of violating thecivil rights of an unnamed per
son.
Wilkins, William Eaton and
Eugene Thomas, all from Birmingham, were charged in an indictment stemming from the
nightrider slaying of Mrs. Liurzo, a white civil rights worker
from Detroit.
Their attorney is Art Hanes,
former
Birmingham
mayor
and one time FBI agent. The
case will be heard by U.S. District Judge Frank Johnson, Jr.
The Justice Department Is exmeted to prosecute the case.
Hanes, who successfully defended , Wilkins last month in
Hayneville on the murder
charge, called the federal indictment "ridiculous"
and
"fantastic."
Hanes said he is unsure of
his defense because the indictment is "extremely vague."
"No one is mentioned in it
and it doesn't say whose civil
rights my clients were supposed to have violated," he said.
Mrs. Liuzzo was shot to death
in her car March 26 while
shuttling civil rights workers
following the Selma to Montgomery "Freedom March."

I

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If
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If
If
If
If

you
you
you
you
you
you
and

JAY'S APPLIANCE & FURNITURE, INC.
Ph 397-1501

281 W Mitchell Rd

Ph 391-1501

NO MONEY DOWN UP 10 36 MONTHS TO PAY

The •

The

DANISH MODERN

CONTEMPORARY

2-ST676 in beautiful Natural
Walnut SOLID STATE STEREO
s...ticui to see and hear . .. 60'. 1, 18" D, 26"

1-SC601 in elegant Dark Walnut
or Mahogany STEREO CONSOLE

14
. . . Stereo FM and Monaural FM/AM radio. 30 watt
undistorted music power output. Two high efficiency 12"
Bass woofers and two 1000 cycle Exponential Treble
Horns. Astro-Sonic Warranty.

so

rotiderfully compact ... ideal where space is a prob.
tern. Solid State Stereo uses NO TUBES! Solid State Circuitry gives 10 times the efficiency of comparable tube
sets. Diamond Stylus 10 Year Guarantee.
tDefectiable Leos)
(351
/
4"1., 17"D. ind 24"H.)

1-RP629 French Provincial
ASTRO-SONIC STEREO

The

CONTEtAPORARY—IR P625 crafted in hardwood
Solids in Dark Walnut ASTRO-SONIC STEREO

The

/FRENCH PROVINCIAL
2-ST678 in beautiful Distressed
Cherry SOLID STATE STEREO

Once you hoer this fabulous value . . . you'll know why tube sets are obsolete . . . and it's 72" long, 25"
hlgh. Diamond Stylus Guaranteed 10 Years .. Exciting Stew FM end Monaural FM/AM Radio ... 30
Weft music power output. Two 12" Bess Woofers plus two 1000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns. Astro-Sonic
S Year Warranty.

Thin to glorious music from Stereo FM radio, brilliant Monoural FM, AM, or your favorite records. Stereo Amplifier
with 30 watts undistorted music power: two high-efficiency
15" Bass Woofers- two 1000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns.
Re.creatiss the full beauty of music.
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ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.
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•
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are clean and tired of high rates
have lost your license
are about to loose your license
need an SR -22 filing at once
have under age 25 problems
need free help, advice, quick
efficient service, call Now!!
948-7115 or 948-1176

CIg

NORMANDY

Di
A

This Attro-Sonic is beautiful to sae and hear! Exciting
Stereo FM and brilliant Monaural FM/AM Radio
Two high-efficiency 12" Bass Woofers plus two 1000 cycle
Exponential Treble Horns. Magnavox Asfro..Sonie Warranty.
Diamond Stylus Guaranteed 10 years. Many more features
you must sea and heist' to appreciate.
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Douglass Grad
In Viet Nam

Dixie Teachers Reveal Their Feelings
About Negroes In Integrated Schools
*

In Atlanta this tall, three of ,talk about it. But they have a idea is to teach them standard A And, the white kids expect
the city's elementary schools bard time getting down to that I word usage . . , basically to us to back them, right or wrong.
and three high schools had a systematic format where you read, to bring them up to some. A 1.ast year we were supchange in enrollment from all. can really learn. It's their thing near grade level,
nosed to have a 700 to 300 ratio
white to predominantly Negrolhome life, I think.
A. I have been working three (in a high school). They thought
A. But when they respond, weeks trying to get my (eighth this would work, and I think
students.
It is a situation occurring it's like any other child except grade class .t0 pronounce three it would have. But the neigh•
more and more throughout the with a little more enthusiasm. words correctly: four, yellow borhood was changing and the
A. They are bubbling all the and earn.
nation and it has produced
Negro parents wanted their
some difficult problems and time . . .
A. They need to be led. If children to go to a closer school.
A. They don't just walk down the teacher says it is time to So
also some pleasant surprises.
they ran in 400 more. And
.
United Press International'the hall . . They bounce.
sit up straight, they all want to the white kids got scared and
correspondent Al Kuettner sat A. The• first week of school, sit up straight,
on the Friday after school opendown recently with six teach. I spent the whole time trying
A. I've always wondered ed, 400 withdrew. That left 800
ers, each of them from one of ; to get them to raise their hands.
the
time Negroes and 300 whites.
where that stops. By
. Just to
the newly integrated schools, not to speak Out
they come to us (in high school) Those whites were tough
and had a candid discussion get them to sit down, stay in
It's different. There is an ele- They had started at that school
their seats . . . Not to go to the
about what had happened.
mentary school near us and 1 and they were going to finish,
have
.
.
pencil
sharpener
was
The conversation, nhich
the children skipping with come hell or high water. Most
s
see
all the More frank because the sixth grade . . . They should
such enthusiasm. By the time of them were seniors and on
teachers were promised their have learned it by now
they come to us, they are drag' the football team. The boys got'
apames would not be used, was Q. Do you still find this same
g,
together and made sure the
Wane recorded. Here are some thing in high school?
common complaint is airls got safely down the halls.
of the things they had to say: A. The same thing . . They rinQ.
into
bring
children
I must say, the Negro boys
Q. What reaction did you get are still responsive, very eager, that Negro
from white children when Ne. but not to learn . . . They still the classroom bad language have not gotten out of line with
immoral,
white girls so far.
groes first came into your don't want to stay in their and that they are
A. Well, if you tell a colored• Q. Have you run into cases
seats.
class?
his
stick
boy in high school to
A. (High school) A small per. Q. How about discipline?
where Negroes have joined in
centage were belligerent . . . A A. The colored children are shirt tail in, he might just un- extracurricular activities?
in
there
small percentage comical, 80 far behind . . Even the rip his pants right
A. Yes and another strange
laughing about It . . . Whenever bright ones . .. So tar behind class and think nothing about it.. thing. Many times, when the
there were just a few Negro in education, it's obvious they You have to tell him to go to Negroes are in the majority
students, there were a few never had the discipline of fast the restromn.
they will elect whites, but you
brave souls who tried to help learning In class . . . They are A. At first, we thought they don't find whites electing Nenot exposed to this at home were doing things like that for
them,
g roes.
A. In my elementary school the and I don't think they have shock value, but now we know
Q. Are you able to tell how ,
situation was different. I was been exposed In their schools. this is not so.
delighted to see how well they A. We speak two different A. Well. in one of my elasoes, many years behind these Ne:they used to scream aCrOse the gro children are?
got along. They acted just like languages . .
children. We went out to recess A. You try to use something room at each other. They called A. In reading, the eighth grad.
andI said form a circle. I that you assume the child has each other names in four letter Pr reads at third or second
grade level.
Q. Wouldn't you say this is
41
—'
the major contributing factor
to the loss of interest?
A. They can't do it so they
give up. It's not that they are
not inSerested. It's just so frustrating.

WITH U.S. COMBAT AIR
FORCES, Viet-Nam — Airman
Second Class Oddie J. Seymour
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Oddie
Seymour Sr., of 1452 Locust St.,
Memphis, is now in Viet-Nam in
the fight against Communist agAn
irna
gression.
Seymour is a food
iservice specialist in the Pacific
Air Forces, America's overseas am arm in Southeast Asia,
,the Far East and Pacific.
The airman is a graduate of
Douglass High School.

Prospect Church
Honors Pastor

Walker is the first TSU student to receive
the newly -established award, and the presentation to an outstanding electrical engineering freshman will now become a yearly
event. The slide rules are donated by Norman Olson. a retired chief engineer et tie
Nashville Bridge company. (Joe /inn Photo)

OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN ENGINEER
— Richard Walker has been named Tennessee State university's outstanding electrical
enginering freshman, and here he Is seen
receiving an award of a slide rule from
Walter II. Dabney, chairman of the School
of Engineering. The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Janice I. Walker of Greenville, S. C., Mr.

The members of Prospect
Park Baptist church, at Hernando and Whitmore street,
gave their pastor and wife,
Rev. and Mrs, Claude Smith, a
Day,
Appreciation
surprise
Nov. 21.
The Vance Avenue Baptist
church and its pastor, Rev. Estes, helped to make the program successful.
Mrs Sarah Echols was secretary and Mrs. Lillie Foster
was chairlady for the occasion.

Ace Appliance Mid-South's Oldest and Largest Exclusive RCA Victor Dealer

ENJOY COLOR ON ALL 3 MAJOR
TV NETWORKS THIS FALL sfr..-;.L)
NO PAYMENT TIL
MARCH 1966

enjoy performance-proved

RCA
VICTOR
1TV
SWIVEL COLOR TV COMPACT COLONIAL
Aiw rised

Thrill to vivid, true-to-life Color!

NY. Negro
Offered
High Post

nn.

6

•

NEW YORK — (UPI) —
New York city mayor elect
klohn V. Lindsay offered a Negro the post of police commissioner, it win learned.
Lindsay offered the job to
Samuel!. R. Pierce Jr., CI. a former General Sessions judge
who now is engaged in private
law practice.
high schools integrated their enrollments, a
Fifteen•yearaild Jacqueline Faye Evans
. Friends said Pierce could not
situation which resulted in some difficult
attends Little Rock's Hall High School and
'afford to accept the $35,000-a.
problems and also in some pleasant sue. I year police commissionershIp.
is the first Negro to be accepted in the
prises. (UPI Telephoto)
school's National Honor Society. In Atlanta,
Pierce denied the offer had
Ga., this fall, three elementary and three
been made to him. He said,
however, that if it had been
'made, he would have had to.
didn't tell them how to form already experienced and, unless. words.
,it. But there would be white it is popeye or Bugs Bunny or' Q. Do you find Negro pupils,t urn it down because of his law
children dotted along with Ne- something he has seen on TV, he' belligerent at you when you lay practice.
"I was not offered the police
groes. They would he holding
down a firm rule?
.commiseionership nor any otla
hands and they didn't see any can't understand.
A. Not so much belligerent.
A. In My class I gave a little But they'll haggle with you. If city job," Pierce said He said
difference.
that Lindsay had asked him to
Q. Do you find cases where fest. 04 of the questions Was you'll
argue with them, they're serve on his task force on law
y
a white boy stands up for a this: 'Did early man find It not being vicious. They hays al
hard or easy to live? I said way of heating you on discip ine.,enforcement and he accepted.
Negro boy and vice versa?
Lindsay was in Puerto Rico
A. That happened in the cafe', just write the word 'hard' or Q. What's the reaction of the for
Ifor the Thanksgiving weekend,
it, I
ter recently. A white boy was 'easy.' When I graded
paper wrong few white pupils you hive to,but it was learned from asso•
chasing a colored boy and a marked this one
elates here that he offered the
n
colored boy turned arbund and for that question. This child allA.this?
They are very quick to police commissionership to
said the other colored lad had came up to me and said 'I got blame the Negro
children. !Tierce before he decided to
this first one right and you
been wrong
had a note from a parent of a.name as Fire Commissioner I
'Jetsaid
I
wrong.'
it
marked
Negro
students
Q. Do the
there.' white child who said she nallIRobert 0. Lowery, who is a
have leadership qualities? , fry, there is no answer
keeping her daughter home be. Negro,
I
couldn't
but
hard
'It's
said
Be
sixth
My
definitely.
A. Very
eange the "niggers" were beat-I 'According to associates, Lindit
spelt
And
so
one.'
drew
I
Negro
a
elected
class
grade
!
ing her up. Well it turned out say still has not decided whom
heart.
a
of
picture
a
was
there
girl
while
a
and
president
aid
this child made up that story. he will name to fill the spot
out,
figured
hadn't
I
them
But
are
whiles
The
president.
Wice
Pierce turned down,
They are quick to do that.
outnumbered (9 to 20) but each The child must have something
that.
like
associate
can
he
qualliif
very
well
each girl was
But he didn't know the differfied.
Q. Do you find them nore or ence between 'heart' and 'hard.'
A. You know, there's someless eager to leaen?
thing being done about that,
A. Less eager.
starting this year. This is thei
A. But very responsive,
A. When you discuss some- language lab (part of Operation
thing, they are very easel' and Head Start). It's a communicaJust jump ant o( their seats to lions skills laboratory. The
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21"TUBE COLOR TV

RCA VICTOR 2liervWdta
COLOR TV

RCA VICTOR .21,w Visa
COLOR TV
•RCA Solid Copper Circuits

• New RCA Hi Lite Color Tube

•RCA Solid Copper Circuits
•Glare-proof RCA iti-tirs You
•Super-powerful 25,000-volt chassis
•RCA Automatic Color Purifier

•Glare-proof RCA HI-LITI TUBE
•Super-powerful 25,000-volt chassis
•RCA Automatic Color Purifier

• RCA Solid Copper Circuits
• Super Powerful 25,000 Volt New Viet' Color
• RCA Automatic Color Purifier
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TABLE-TOP COLOR TV

RCA VICTOR 0,-12 EITE1E1
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EXTRA-SPECIAL STEREO VALUE

RCA VICTOR

Total Sound Solid State stereo phonograph
with two 9" oval duo-cone speakers and two
2" tweeters for dimensional sounpl. Solid
1
3/
State stereo amplifier is cool-operating—no
tubes—no tuba replacement or heat problems.
Studiomatic changer features Feather Action
Tone Arm for amazing record prot•ction.

3499

117rt, V(stell

COLOR TV

169"

NEV "MINIKIN" PORTABLE

ECONOMY CONSOLETTE TV
RCA VICTOR Ne'wVised TV

100% Human Hair
Hon,P.505 own
ncAvicroa,nee

WIG SALE

Aay Other
Telavon...
Black and
White
or Color

Regular $125.00

•

•

•All-channel VHF and UHF tuning
•Powerful New Vista Tuners
•Improved 22,500-volt chassis (design average)
•New RCA tinted Pan-O-Ply picture tuba
• Big ra 4" duo-cons speaker
•One-set VHF fine tuning

Special Purchase
At This

WIG

'
1999

Sale Price $69.95

TIN ••11IN
UN.14.61111
W Ae. IfeereuelaefOINS
,
II eq. IN PINING

WHILE THEY LAST
. NO DOWN PAYMENT
FIRST INSTALLMENT; AFTER JAN. 1, 1966

BAUMAN WIG GALLERY
Ph 527 9511

141 N. Manassas
Shelhourne Bldg North

Low Price While They Last

EAPPLIANCE

then reward yourself
with America's most
popular whiskey.
Seagram's 7Crown—
The Sure One.
1156515DISTitURS COWRY,515555K City Si DOH

86 ROOF 85%GRAINNUITRAt VISITS

SOLID STATE* PERSONAL TV

2

A

cO.

17ATIO7S1

iori`
3431 SUMMER
Order by PHONI
lanoseallate Delivery

%Noon

NoIlAnel ao.el Summer

Phone 324-4406

L. E. Gatlin
R. G. Kinkle
PLIPIrr OP Ms PaltsiN•

WHITEHAVEN
14.1 c

Phone 396-0995

NO
MONEY
DOWN
NO PAYMENT
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Game With Clark
College Postponed

'TSU Wins Its Homecoming Game
46 To 12 For A Perfect Season

Golfing With Lil
By Mrs Cornell Wolfe
New faces joined the winners' circle when the Sam Qualls
Golf Club handicap system was used for the first time in the
Six Annual Turkey tournament last week at the Riverside golf
course.
Scoring a blazing 66 for 18 holes was Percy Dolman, one
of the golfing Dolman brothers, who are making other golfers
take notice of the game they have been keeping out of tournament play.
Second with a 70 was Dollar Sanders and third with a 71
was that other Dolman brother, Robert.
First flight winners were D. C. Jordon, Wade Scott and
Edward I. Lewis Jr. Second flight winners were Troy King,
Charles Winfrey and James Cash Sr. Third flight winner was
Aubrey Pierce.
In the Women's Division the winner was Mrs. Sallie Rogers
with a 102, second was Mrs. Althea Pyles and third Mrs. Florence Scott. In the first flight were Mrs. Lueverne Wilson and
Mrs.Clemmie Bosley.
The handicap of the falling leaves were given special attention by green keeper Jack Grisham and who had an extra crew
on Saturday and Sunday especially for this tournament. A big
thanks goes to Rocky Reed the "Pro" at Riverside golf course
for the work he did to see that every golfer had fui. winning
his Thanksgiving Turkey.
The golf club welcomed two new members, Bydie Mitchell
and Alvin D. Montgomery. The next golf club meeting December 2.

LeMoyne Coach Jerry C.
Johnson announced this week
the baslotball game between
the Magicians and Clark College of Atlanta will not be
played on Dec. 13.
He said the game will
played at a later date in B
Hall.
A meeting of SIAC coaches
in Atlanta on nee. 13 is the reason for changing the date of the
game.

touchdown passes and had 18
By EARL S. CLANTON III vid Boone.
Johnnie Robinson tied the intercepted.
NASHVILLE,—A sun-splashed
"This season has been a Irecrowd of 8,900 watched un- record for the number of passes
defeated and untied Tennessee caught in one season with his mendous tribute to my entire
State maul Central State's twenty-eighth reception. But coaching staff, because they
eleven 46 to 12 in W. J. Hale the injury-ridden Robinson had have worked very hard and
Stadium on Thanksgiving Day. to wait ur.til the second quarter brought these kids a long way."
Three school football records to annex the record with two Merritt concluded.
;368,000 GRANT
SCORE BY QUARTERS
fell as Coach John A. Merritt's receptions.
7 26 7 — 6
The game's and Merritt's Tenn.
charges ended the season with
°CHESTER, N.Y. — (UPI)
0 0 0 — 12 —RRochester General Hospital
nine straight wins and 11 leading ground gainer, Bill Central State
second
stanthe
Tucker,
opened
STATISTICS
straights over two years. And
has received a grant of $368,000
Tenn. Central from the Public Health Service
the Big Blue, ranked fifth na- za scoring by bulling to paydirt
yards
Smith
l
Next,
Joe
the
two.
from
124
162 it was announced Sunday.
passing
tionally in Associated Press
19
8
The money will be used in
College Division poll, kept their scored on a five-yard lateral First downs
Dickey.
from
the
11901529
6 6 construction of $1.2 million rehopes alive for a berth in
Yards rushing
McRae,
Franklin
Six-foot-six
sponsored
/24 search and education wing at
Passes
post-season NCAA a 285-pound senior tackle, Had intercepted
0 the hospital's northside division.
1
Grantland Rice Bowl.
Central
yards
with
lumbered
20
rainConstruction of the five story
a
Punting
2
'35
/34
slowly
on
Starting
4
2 wing is expected to start early
softened field, Tiger setback quarterback Wanyne Fleming's Fumbles lost
45
60 next year.
Gene Bowen capped a 77-yard, fumble. Leo Johnson hauled in Yards penalized
aerial__ and
12-play march by bounding over a Dickey-directed
the
17 yards for
from the two for the game's scampered
first score with 2:29 left in the touchdown that inflated the
halftime
margin to 33
Tiger's
first period.
Roy Meneese booted the first to 0 and paved the way to Merritt's first unblemished season
of three extra points for the
afternoon to give the Merritt- of his cov•hing career.
men a 7 to 0 first quarter mar- FIRST PERFECT SEASON
"This is my first one," Mergin
have done
SCORE EVERY QUARTER ritt confided.
Scoring in every frame, about, everything else in footIN ORANGE BLOSSOM CLASSIC Arthur Robinson, 22ball, but this is my first peryear-old senior who holds the pass receiving record at Dickey and company went on fect ,season. It is truly a won
second quarter scorFlorida A & M university with 42 receptions for 509 yards, a 26-point
ing binge that broke one school derful feeling."
will be one of the stars of the Dec. 4 Orange Blossom ClasTucker, whose explosive runrecord and tied another.
sic in Miami. The six-foot, 210-pound end is All-America
Dazzlirg Dickey, who at the ning power accounted for 105,
material and also plays guard on the basketball team. start of the game needed 25 yards in seven carries for his
FAMU will play unbeaten Morgan State college of Balti- yards to establish a new total of- afternoon's work, took his secmore.
fense record, completed 11 of ond touchdown rambling 22
17 tosses for 154 yards, crack- crunching yards for the Tigers. 1
,
.
1
1Iti
11,11,11 By BILL LITT4
1111l111111
ing the 1963 mark set by Da- In the third period, Joe Cornelius brought the crowd to its
feet with a 72-yard touchdown
BLUES BOWL GAME
TSU GETS BOWL BID
sprint in the fourth quarter to
In three years, under the Manassas expects to be in
give the Big Blue a 46 to 0 edge
Make Every Gift Something Special!
driving force of Coach John top shape when it takes the
Central's
Marauders
before
Merritt and his capable staff, field against Carver High of
could score a point.
Tennessee A and I State is once Tupelo, Miss tonight (Friday)
With time running out, the
again flirting with the top at Melrose Stadium. .The Blue
Marauders scored twice in the
gridiron machines in the na- Devils, Little Six Conference
final minute of the game. Maurlion. The Tigers made it champs, will come into the
WINSTON-SALEM — Winsthrough nine games without de- scrap sporting a 10-0 mark
Don:t be surprised if Le- is Samuel Bachelor, 6-3 for- ton-Salem State College Rams ice Calhoun, Central's workrecord
the
8-0-1
horse fullback, plunged over
feat a 46-12 mauling over Ken- against
Moyne College Coach Jerry ward,
will be out to make it three in a from the four with 57 seconds
tucky State Thanksgiving in compiled by the local city title Johnson sends five freshmen to
Two fast youngsters from row when they meet Stillman
This
will
be
the
battle
Little
Brown
holder.
the
the battle for
the floor to start a game in the New York City are William College of Tuscaloosa, Ala. in, remaining to play.
of the blue and gold as both
Jug" being the clincher,
'A GREAT JOB'
very near future. This can hap- Meggett, 5-11 guard, who was the Georgia Invitational Tournacolors.
schools
wear
the
two
On the kick-off, Tennessee's
Dr. W. S. Davis, with in the ,
pen, and just might happen, All-Manhattan, and
ment in Atlanta, Georgia Dec.
Richard
Marshall fumbled, and
retirement
Coach
Willie
Johnny Johnson will because he has a fine crop of
last decade of his
Thompson 6-3 forward.
2. The tournament play of Dec. Central's William Pruitt recovas university President, was as send his fine passing duo of first-year men out there in
begin10 FACE ALUMNI
signal
the
will
2, 3 and 4
ered the ball on the igeTr's 38.
happy as any of the nearly quarterback Wilbert Trigg to Bruce Hall.
The Magicians will get a fling of the season for the Rams.
Quarterback Fleming hit
9,000 fans that once again cram-exert pressure on the visitors'
a
good
There
are
workout
in
nine
of
Bruce
them all
Hall The Winston-Salem quintet Charles Johnson for the score
med the inadequate facilities pass defense. The Trigg broGive your gifts that look that's
this
together
Saturday
and
they
night,
came
to
Dec.
4,
Leat
(hers clicked for three touchwon the Georgia Invitational in on the second attempt.
of W.J. Hale Stadium.
almost too nice to open. 4 dewell drileMoyn
in fundamen- 8 o'clock when they go against 1964 and 1965, and have high
down
passes
Melrose.
against
great
job
all
j.
"The
kids
did
a
signs
in happy holiday patan
in
Davis
indicated
Dr.
tals, Coach Johnson said.
LeMoyne's well-balanced Alumhopes of successfully defending season," Merritt praised, "and
terns let you alternate the
terview two years ago that he Some what ovealooked in the
ni
Five.
Willie Taylor, a big center
they played a good game today.
wrapping for every gift you
their crown come December.
liked the way that man (Mer-'Tigers' arsenal is their fine
The magicians open Wednesgive. Colors are cheerful and
ritt) went about his business, running attack sparked by the from Henry High in Byhalia, day night of
If the Rams win their opener, We got a little sloppy in the last
this
week
against
Miss.,
stands 6-7, and William
bright Each continuous roll is
and he might just be the last running of fullback George
they will meet the winner of quarter, but we played almost
Lane.
5 feet long, 26 inches wide...
football mentor he would hire White. The defense is more than Hayes, 6-6, was an All-State
the contest between Clark Col- every able-bodied man on the
They'll
face
a
tough
outfit
on
forward
at
so
adequate
with
Central
there's enough paper for
rough
and
ready
High
in
bench.
before he retired. Merritt's
the LeMoyne court Friday lege of Atlanta, Georgia and
your big packages.
charges have come a long way John Curtis reading the enemy Louisville, Ky.
but
he
"Robinson
was
hurt,
Barbourville,
College
of
night of next week, Dec. 10, Union
since the firebrand from Jack- plays.
TWO FROM BERTRAND
wanted to get the passing recwhen they tackle the invading Kentucky.
son State took over the re- Tupelo is a formiable oppo- Bobby Todd, 6-4 forward, and
ord," he explained.
Fisk
University Bulldogs.
Leading the Rams will be
sponsibilities of lifting the Big nent as its record will attest. We Warnshy Stegall, 5-11 guard,
/
"I put him back during the paggiotgvzmc.mimutglesiDermeicyzawiszamixemstrocssisvol
mutual are from Father Bertrand in The Alumni Five scheduled Captain Joe Cunningham, 6'5",
Blues out of a multiplicity of only have to look at
second half for just two pass ti Give an Elegant Look to Your Gifts!
to
meet
LeMoyne's
varsity
Satil
Ak
ills that had dropped TSU's opponent for proof. Manassas Memphis, and Leon Mitchell, 6center from Charlotte. The catches to give him the record
edged Washington 7-0 while Tu- 2 guard, was All-Regional this urday night is composed of Ver- other probable starters are all
prestige to a low ebb.
Glistening
Metallic
Coach
Merritt
and
one
better,"
lir
ties
Salle,
2,,,,
Chester
Collins,
Wilseasoned veterans. They are said.
Merritt has guided State to pelo toyed with the Warriors in year from Capleville High.
lie Herenton, Cleophus Owens,
its third straight winning sea- a 27-0 conquest. The game could
Richard Davis, 6-2 guard, was Jimmy Charlton, Sam Praks, Earl Monroe, 6'2", a junior and
Robinson, who caught 30 i
produce
some
scoring
records
son and 11 consecutive victories
All-Cincinnati (Ohio) during his Curtis Mitchell, Marvin Dog- the team's leading scorer from passes for 611 yards and eight
/0FoilfaV
a
over three seasons at the helm. since both teams have display- senior prep year. Another prom- gett and Robert
Philadelphia,
Pa.,;
Howard
r.4
touchdowns, becomes Tennes- g
Hambric of
rolls 66c
Despite the fact that winning,ed explosive scoring power. Tu- ising youngster from Cincinnati Chicago.
(Sonny) Ridgill, 64", a sharp see's best end in history, while
pelo
dished
out
an
81-0
defeat
the Midwest Conference has lost'
shooting whiz from Winston- Dickey's total offense produc- A
much of its glamour since the to Tishomingo and cooled AberFor the prettiest packages
Salem; James Reid, 6'5", a tion of 1,654 yards in 236 is a
MACARTHUR
BOWL
CHOICE
E
deen
65-0.
The
Blue
Devils
?3 under the tree. Embossed
league has but a few teams
promising rebounder from Le- new mark .
call was a 28-20 thriller
/ solids, Christmas designs,
TSU has grabbed conference tinoir and Eugene Smiley, 61", a
PRAISES STAFF
if snow flakes. 105-inches ...
over Clarksdale.
ties the past two years.
transfer student from Newark, Dickey picked up 1,646 yards 3t each roll ar x 35".
CAGERS RED HOT
The Big Blues have accepted ony
senior
Cunningham
is
a
N.
J.
with
109
passes
out
of
194
at
tI
i,.Saturdy's
clash between
MichIgan
an invitation to play in the
tempts. He has thrown 18 /
and the others are juniors.
Tennessee and UCLA and
Add a Festive Look to Your Gift!
Grantland Rice Bowl next Liberty Bowl
December 18, re-I
A
Saturday in Murfeesboro, Tenn. main on
the local grid calendar.1
600 Feet
I
with Ball State of Muncie InBoth games will be played in
diana furnishing the opposition.
Memorial Stadium. UCLA is
The Hoosiers have an identical
Rose Bowl bound against Mi- NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. — season with a 10-0 record
and
record as TSU, undefeated in chigan
State and the Volt are (UPI) — Michigan State added
•
booked for the Bluebonnet in the National Football Founda- concluded its regular season by
In the victory over Kentucky Houston against the pass-minded
tion's 1965 MacArthur Bowl to defeating last year's MacArthur
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Tennessee's robust 285-pound Tulsa Hurricanes,
Perfect finishing touch!
its national leadership and Big Award winner Notre Dame,
tackle Franklin McRae did Hamilton, the most impres- 10
6spool:Zgy totiarl rib12-3. The Spartans held the
crown.
•
Defender
to
address
below
something he was unable to do sive team
bon
in
colon.Pop.
vaunted
Irish running attack to
in the Prep Jamboree The Spartans were the unaniular dispenser bor.
while he played here for Maminus 12 yards.
year
$6.00
Six
months
$3.50
One
last
week
Mous
Fief 371
outscored
Woodstock
Box-300
choice
of
the
foundation's
3
Roll
nassas. The 6-6 senior completed
wars committee, headed by MSU also whipped UCLA
e wee
to awards
a linesman dream when he 107-105 later in the
Covermiceserareurearerreetwargerwarserert.
whom they will meet in t h e
grabbed a fumble and rambled break even in a pair of un- Vincent De Paul Draddy.
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
20-yards for the touchdown a- usually hot shooting contests "Duffy Daugherty's Michigan Rose Bowl Jan. 1, 13-3; Penn
cgrielentMemeirweeslegtersrisissaireveregt
gamst the visiting Thorough-, between the two quintets. James State team earned the award State 23-0; Illinois, 22-12; MichTO
KRESS!
Willis, a newcomer to the Ha- for its spirited comeback from igan, 24-7; Ohio State, 32-7;
breds.
You Can Buy More and Spend Less at
milton varsity, decided the is- a mediocre season (four vie. Northwestern 49-7; 'Iowa, 35-0
k
12541ZIPSAXIii
sue with a late shot in the wan- tories in 1964) and the impres. and Indiana, 27-13.
ing seconds of the game Willis sive fashion in which the Spar- The award will be
presented
No Fuss, No Bother...Instant Beauty!
scored 31 points but teammate tans toppled every opponent, at the foundation's eighth anZone No.
Street Address
Jackie Robinson, in his third including strong intersectional nual Football Hall of Fame
Slot*
City
year, copped scoring honors with competition," said Draddy.
Awards banquet in New York
32.
Michigan State wound up the Dec. 7.
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Memphian Named
'Outstanding'
At Omaha AFB

OMAHA, Neb. — Airman
Third Class Aubrey Miller, son
of Mrs. Mable L. Miller of 1088
Saxon Ave., Memphis, has been
selected Outstanding Airman of
the Month for his unit at Offutt
AFB, Neb.
Airman Miller, a medical
specialist, was honored for his
exemplary conduct and duty
performance. He is a member
of the Strategic Air Command
which maintains America's constantly alert force of intercontinental missiles and jet bombers.
The airman is a graduate of
Hamilton High School. His wife,
Sylvia, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. V. Clark of 1210
Greenwood, Memphis.

Miss B -Hair Grower
STOP FALLING HAIR
RELIEVE ITCHY SCALP
MAKE HAIR GROW
ONLY 51.25, Postage Included
ChetIr or Money Order
Order Moiled Promptly
MISS B. WILLIAMS
3839 South Parkway
Chicago, Illinois

Have Your Contractor,
Real Estate Salesman
or Broker Closing Attorney

*Build A House
*Remodel Your Home
* Church
* Office Building

67c
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Pre-tied, adhesive back ...
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• HUMBLE OH, GRANT — Dr. Felton G.
Earl, center president of Southern university at Baton Rouge, 1,a., accepts a $2,000
gift from the Education Foundation of the
Humble Oil and Refining company. The
grant is part of $321,000 donated to colleges
and universities by the Foundation for the
1965-66 year, and was presented to Dr.

The Omaha chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
plans to reorganize by creating
three separate branches operating under a metropolitan council.
The plan
was announced
Wednesday at a City Hall press
conference by Lawrence W. M.
McVoy, chapter president.
He said the organizations also
will hire a paid executive secretary for the first time.
The new branches will be in
the Near North Side, South
Omaha and west of Thirtieth
Street, Mr. McVoy said.
Serving on the 15-member
NAACP council will be the
presidents of each branch, plus
others elected by branch memberships. The chairman of the
touncil will rotate annually he
said.
Advantages of the new plan
were described as giving more
persons chances to develop
leadership qualities and the
bringing of the organization
closer to the people.
Helping put the plan in effect
were Syd Finley, regional field
director for the NAACP and AlClark by F. R. Howe, left. and R. D. And- thea T. L. Simmons from thel
ing of Humbles big manufacturing comp. NAACP national headquarters. I
• • •
lex at Baton Rouge. Mr. Howe is manager
of the refinery the largest in the country,
Mt. Olive Baptist church,
pastored by the Rev. L. W
and Mr. Anding is in charge of the chemical
White, under the auspices of
plant. Souhern university may use the unthe
senior choir presented "The
restricted grant in any way it sees fit.
Twelve Tribes of Israel," which
was a great success.

Vote Law Still Aids Negro Despite
?Court's Ruling On Puerto Ricans
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WASHINGTON — (NPI) —
The striking down of a section of the new Voting Rights
Bill applying to Puerto Ricans
in New York is being regarded
as no threat to other portions of
the bill.
gok A three-judge federal court
Wruled that a portion of the voting rights law permitting Englinh-speaking Puerto Ricans in

New York to vote was unconstitutional because the section
contravened a New York statute
requiring voters to read and
write English.
In a split decision, the court
held that Congress does not
have the power to set voter
qualification standards by simple statute but must initiate a
constitutional amendment re-

TEXAS YOUTH HELD

Chicago Teenager
Stabbed To Death
In Street Brawl
Job Corpsmen Clash With
Austin Gang After Dance

quiring ratification by t h
heels" in helping Negroes.
states.
The SCLC, in a report
The Justice department is ex- president, Dr. Martin by its
Luther
pected to appeal the ruling di.I King, Jr., claimed
98,000 of the
redly to the U.S. Supreme' Negroes registered
as a result
court. •
of its canvassing.
However, government officials
About 44,000 Negroes were repointed out that even though gistered in 18
Alabama black
the portion affecting Puerto Ri- counties to boost
the total to
cans h a s been invalidated, 64,700 in that state,
giving Neother parts will not be affected. groes a voting majority
in five
They explained that the parts Alabam• counties.
of the law protecting Negro "So dynamic
has been the
voters' rights provide for mere change in the
political power
suspension of state registration of the Negro in
Alabama that
requirements on evidence of dis- for the first time
since Reconcrimination, rather than out- struction, Negroes can
be electlawing state statutes.
ed to political offices," SCLC
Meanwhile, southern Negroes said.
continued to take extensive adNegro voting majorities exvantage of the Voting Rights ist in Bullock,
Greene, Hale,
Law. The Southern Christian Perry, and Wilcox counties,
Leadership Conference said that SCLC said.
since the bill was passed in
In Dallas County (Selma), 84
July, 177,443, southern Negroes per cent or 13,869 of the Negro
have registered to vote. But the voting age population is regist•
,SCLC complained the federal ered, according to the organizagovernment was "dragging its tion.

Fla. CORE Official Run Over

• TALLAHASSE, Florida —'sity officials and to the
GoverCORE Field Secretary Spiver mor. All assured
him that there
Gordon was seriously injured would
be no floats in the pa•
AUSTIN, Tex. — Byron Jan-1 brought to Austin for a weekly as a result of the order of
a rade which would be derogatory
nary, 17, was charged Sunday:outing, a corps spokernan said.I ilorida State Trooper.
Negroes.
oward
with the murder of a Chicago' Smith had been In the job' Gordon was seeking to block
However the
Job Corps trainee.
corps for less than a month. the passage of a float in Florida a float which parade included
carried a girl in
Bryon was accused before a He was studying welding and State University's annual
fratmagistrate of the killing • of had a "clean record" at Camp ernity parade when the state "black face" being beaten by
a white man with a whip.
David Earl Smith, 18, of 2420 S. Gary, the spokesman said.
trooper ordered the wagon driv• Gordon first
sought to block
State St. after Edwin Baker, Landis said several youths er to run over him
the passage of the float by
18, signed the complaint.
After having dragged Gordon ...landing
went outside the Y.W.C.A. and
in front of the horse
Baker was with January in a began fighting, and one youth more than 12 feet, the crowd
drawing the wagon, but when
gang of about 15 local youths was cut slightly on the chin, intervened and stopped t h e the driver
started to go around
who scrapped with trainees in The job corpsmen fled, but wagon and Gordon was taken him,
Gordon placed himself
were involved in a series of in. to a local hospital where he under
a series of street brawls.
the wagon's wheels,
Smith was stabbed to death cidents on the streets leading oas treated and then later re- It was at this point that the
back
downtown
to
Austin.
'eased,
during one of the fights
state trooper instructed t h e
Two other trainees and an "They grabbed some girls Gordon's protest began with wagon's driver to run over GorAustin youth were slightly hurt and one of them punched a wires to Florida State Univer-,don.
to the fights. police said they local boy in the mouth," Landis
will start Juvenile court pro- said.
ceedings against two i6-year- Policeman Charles Kosser,
old trainees accused of attack- 26, said Le saw a job corpsman
ing a policeman.
lying on a sidewalk with four
The corpsmen are all from others bending over him. When
Camp Gary at San Marcos, he went to investigate, two 16.
Tex., about 40 miles from Presi- year-old boys kicked him.
dent Johnson's ranch and 30 About an hour after the brawl
iles from Austin. The combo- at the dance, the trainees met
nts on both sides were the local youths again. Landis
r roNegroes and most of them had,said there was a fight in which
'been drinking, Police Sgt. A. L. Smith was stabbed in the back
-?;
'Morgan said.
and two other boys, one from
Police Sgt. Bill Landis said Camp Gary, and one from Austhe job corpsmen involved — tin, suffered head cuts.
a total of 15 — tried to take Smith's father, when quesover at a Young Women's tioned here, said his son was
Christian Association dance and "bright" and had wanted to bethe local youths objected. Three come an engineer, specializing
bus loads of trainees were l in electronics.
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POI:11AR (Al MENDENHALL),
1AIDTOWN-11A MADISON;
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children
In School - Shop Montesi Today

FRYERS PORK CHOPS

0
28
CUT UP

LB

MORRELL S

CHITTERLINGS
Lb. $239
Pail
RAINBO

KLEENEX
300 2 PLY SHEETS'
3.990

PICKLES
SWEET GHERKIN

35'

12 Oz.
PETER PAN

3 LIMIT

LIGHT MEAT,
CHUNK STYLE

TUNA
61,4 Oz.

FOR99°
ARGO
16 Oz.8 FOR

PEAS

LIBBY'S

99°

LIMIT B

HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE

FRED MONTESI

2 31 JUICE
4.990
SUGAR

OLEO
Quarters

F"

LIMIT 3

46 Oz.

DOMINO OR GODCHAUX

4 LIMIT

FRED MONTESI kokftegligt

5 LB. BAG
With coupon rind IS.00.addttianal purchase, •scluding vol. al
coupon notrchandis• (fresh milk products and tobacco also on.
clud•d in camshaft. with slat. law). On• coupon p•r customer.
Coupon east.. Midnight W•dn•sday Dec. 8.

Warm wool-and-nclo re

IMPORT SWEATER
Hand-knit cardigan imported from Italy...fluffy,

WINBUSH JOINS ORNI, — Dr. Samuel von Winbush, professor of chemistry at Fisk University, has been named a
consultant with the Oak F.!:,ge National Laboratory. The assignment will enable Dr. Winhush to carry out research at
the ORNL in ligan-field and charge-transfer spectra of metal
salts in ionic melti. On a general basis, he will provide consultant services in connection with technical problems rela•
live to research project in metals and ceramics division.
During the summers of 1964 and 1965, Winbush was a re•
search participant at the ORNL, determining the effect of
temperature and composition on the spectroscopic states of
haliee salts melts containing high concentrates of nickel and
ChroMium.

O

Reg. 9.88

lightweight but so warm.
Wide array of two-tones,
variegated and solid colors. Comfortable raglan
sleeves, mother-of-pearl
buttons. Sizes S-M-L-XL.

RED. MON TES I

LIBBY'S

CALIF. IDA FROZEN

COCKTAIL

POTATOES

30 Oz.

LIMIT 3

FRENCH FRIES OR CRINKLE CUT
2 LBS

FOR
YOUR MONEY S WORTH MORE AT
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I Memphian Will
Join Husband TRENTON
NEWS
In Germany

Country Is Ready For
Race Bias Atonement
EASTCHESTER, N.Y.—(UPI) "I do not think that the tiny
— Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. nation that stood in majesty at
expressed his belief in Ameri- Concord and Lexington; that
ca's determination to "atone" elearified a world with the
for the country's racial dilemma words of the declaration of in.
and "pay a debt to justice." dependence will defame its
The civil rights leader told heritage to avoid a responsibian audience here that what is lity . . . that is why I believe
necessary to strive the racial not only in the future of the
problem in America "is the Negro family but in the family
recognition of society that it of man," King said.
has been guilty and is prepar- King's remarks coincided
ed to atone.
with President Johnson's an"America owes a debt to jus- nounced plan to call a Novemtice," King said, "if it loses ber White House conference of
the will to finish or slacken in national leaders to discuss
its determination, history will ways to better include the Nerecall its crime and the coun- gro family in the mainstream
try that would be great will of American society.
lack the most indispensable eleThe White House conference
ment of greatness . . . justice."
Is expected to be attended by
He was presented a citation about 300 leaders who will conby Abbott House, a voluntary sider coordinating the housing
non-profit social agency for the and war on poverty efforts and
care and rehabilitation of de- to devise plans to give the Nependent and neglected childen. gro an economic lift.

Mrs. Geraldine Taylor Shel- Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Harrison
ton and her two daughters Sher- of Tames, Ill., visited the city
ri LaNette and Stacey LaChelle, and Humboldt last Sunday.
left the city to join her hus- Mr. and Mrs. Russell William-1a
band, Sgt. Wilson Shelton, sta- son and family, of Milwaukee,lor
Wisconsin, are visi..-q; in the
tioned in Germany.
Mrs. Shelton is the daughter home of Mr. and Mrs. Claof Mr. Mark Taylor and the rence Moore, parents of His,
late Mrs. Martha Taylor of 2382 Williamson.
Silver Street. She is the daugh- Mr. Alonzo Elder, a voters.,
ter-in-law of Rev. and Mrs. L. of World War I, died in his home
on Gordon Circle, last Sunday
S. Shelton of this city.
She is a graduate of Father evening.
Bertrand High School's 1959 Mr. William Wad:., on Humclass.
boldt Highway, died Wednesday,
Nov. 24, in his home. Funeral
arrangements are incomplete
at the present.
The funeral of Mr. Thomas
Johnson was held last Sunday
at Salem Primitive Church,

TRUCK KILLS LAD

BOY SCOUTS GATHER FOOD — Members of Boy Scout
Troop No. 168 collected canned goods for distribution to the
nedy on last Thursday, and here scouts and aspiring stouts
are seen standing before baskets and cans Spelling out the
number of the troop. Sight boxes, each with a bird it it, was
given away. Small boys on front row are, from tuft, Kenneth Gray, Mark Coleman and Calvin Earl Johnson On

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

second row, same order, are Richard Jackson, George Harrison, Herman Gales, William McNeal. Scottie Tinton,
Stanley Harrison, Michael Masters and Wardell Williams.
On back row are Scoutmaster John W. Coleman, president
of 50th Ward Civic club; Richard Harris and George Mori.
son. The project was sponsored by the 50th IVard Civic
club. MI s. Georgia McNeal is vice president.

Negroes Vital In Space Program
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DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Floor Models Reduced
'100"
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
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BY LLOYD LEIGH
tems engineer in the Gemini the Apollo program, the third
space program.
step in this nation's effort to
HOUSTON, Tex.
(NP!)
Joseph Fuller, Jr., a 23-year- Nichols, 34, is a mathemati- put a manned spacecraft on
old native of Houston, had been cian in the Mission Planning the moon.
married only a few days when and Analysis Division. He is Nobody is quite sure how
he left his bride last July and .r..esently engaged in work on many Negroes are employed at
dashed off to Mekico.
At the same time, Daniel G.
Nichols, of Savannah, Ga., remained in Houston, devoting
himself to scientific calculations which might soon cause
Fuller to put even more distance between himself and his
young wife.
Even so, there is nc deep
mystery involved. Nichols and
Fuller are actually working together. They both are Isi-groes
and members of the massive
team which sends U.S. astrofort to master space.
Their home base is the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's giant Manned
Joseph Fuller, Jr., 23, of Houston, Tex. checks equipment
Spacecraft Center which looms
on his job as remote site systems engineer in the current
out of the Rat prairie 22 miles
Gemini space program. One of many Negroes vital to the
from Houston.
U.S. space effort, Fuller is enthusiastic about his work. He
Fuller, an enthusiastic young
man who can talk a mile a
had been married on a few days, last July, when his job
minute about the excitement
called him to Mexico to track a spacecraft for the .National
of his job, is a remote site sysAeronautics and Space Administration. (NPI Photo)
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CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

REPOS.
1963 CHEV. 9.passenger wagon, Air and power
1963 CORVETTE Convertible. Double Shorp
1965 CORVETTE Convertible. Like New
1962 IMPALA 4 Dr. Automatic. One owner
1962 IMPALA Spt. Cpe., Power, It's new
1962 T-BIRD Air and power. Like new
1961 FORD 4-dr. Galaxie. Air and power
1961 IMPALA Spt. Cpe. Red beauty .
1961 IMPALA Convertible
1960 IMPALA 4-dr. H.T. Power. Extra sharp
1960 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-dr. H.T. Full power
1959 FORD 2.dr. Ready to go. Nice
1953 CHEVROLEL dr. A real nice car

NO MONEY DOWN
ASSUME BALANCE
BALANCE

NOTES

1 733
$2266
$3497
s1080
$1483
s1771
$793
51091
$935
s880
s898
s492
S259

s65"
s8514
$9999
$4571
$6276
s7495
$3355
$4611
$3951
$48'5
$49'6
$477°
s2510
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Classified Ads...
Help Wanted

Special Services

the Manned Spacecraft Center,
but they are very much in eviPRINTERS WANTED
dence throughout the vast com(Male and Female)
plex of scientific research. plan.
operators,
fling, operations and review, Unotype
proofall devoted to man's heroic ef- vimers and floormen. Only ex•erienced personnel should ap
fort ot master space.
sly. Mite, Personnel Dept. c
TERMITES-ROACHES
Unlike Nichols and Fuller, all
Chicago Defendar, 2400
S.
WATER BUGS-RATS
the Negroes at the Space CenMichigan Ave., Chicago .0616
ter are not engaged in scien- Ilinois.
LIceasad aid Beaded
tific work. For instance, seCALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
curity is of primary importance; and evidence of Negro
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
involvement in all operatons is
CALL
immediately visible waen a .
, visitor to the center in confronted by a Negro security
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
guard.
Other Negroes work as techP111. FA 7.6033
nlcians, draftsmen, food hand- ..;141"""n " sales4worn'n
lers, photographers. Some are wanted to sell retail advertison the professional level, while ing in the Memphis market. Wigs 100o5, Human One tat Hair
Handmade, Value at $180, our price
others work in "blue collar" We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30 590. Machine made, val. at $90. Low
per cent cortract commission as S45. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
jobs.
Wanted, Hudson Barbee Import & Ea.
on the dollar.
put. $108 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis.
But, take a closer nok at THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER Tenn.
Ph. 398-1068.
Fuller as an example of the 230 South Wellington Street
process which recruits Negroes
Memphis, Tenn.
into the space program and the
PART
TIME MAID
type of enthusiasm they bring
Bathtub for sale. CallCal' After 5:30 P.M.
to their jobs.
275-3972
JIM, 275-1878
What was he doing in Mexico
16 CHURCH PEWS, 8 IT. LONG.
310 per pew.
397-1201
during the flight of Gemini V?
HOME FOR SALE
What is his background and
SHALL UPRIGHT PIANO
739 Dent. Street-Back ea Market Letts dd., will deliver. 1100. 278-2154
training? How does he feel Small down payment to 0.1. Kor,an
war ii veteran lovely brick SPINET STYLED PIANO REACT'.
about this participation in space or Worid
located
p
near all the North :Hernful finiehed $165.00. Will deliver Phe
programs? What does the fu- ia tants. have others to choose
276-4094
from also. Call for an appointment.
ture hold for him?
RUISTE BEARD
396-1685
PIANOS WANTED
276-4094
In the first place, the trip to LUCILLE SERE REALTY 274-5809 Large or Small ph.
Mexico was taken for the 'eight
days in space" of Charles Con$1000,00
rad and Gordon Cooper
Assume Present Mortgaire
Fuller's job was to "watch"
the flight. Guaymas. Mexico is
$85.00 per month
the site of one of more than 20 Will put you in this attractive two bedroom home,
tracking stations loc a t ed
ceramic tile bath, wall to wall carpeting, in living
throughout the world to report
data relayed to earth from the Room, Dining Room and hall, vent-a-hood: Autoorbiting craft and its pilots.
matic dishwasher, carport.
Seated at a console loaded Newly decorated — in the neighborhood of $20with a bewildering ari•ay of
25,000 homes.
dials, switches, moving lights
737 Dunn Avenue
and flashing signals, the young
Negro technician kept a run- F. R. RUSSELL
396-4337
ning record of the physical
Bell Reaty Company
condition of the spacemen and
398-9238
such information about the .1231 E. Raines Rd.
craft as its speed, inside temperature, oxygen level and other
factors relating to the progress
of the mission.
It is this information, relayed to misSion control in Houston, which provides the basis
for decisions to change or conBARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
tinue the flight plan.
During Gemini IV, Fuller and
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
the other members of his team
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
were on a tracking shin near
the splash-down point in the
MONEY LOANED
Atlantic Ocean; he was far
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
away in the Canary Islands in
October when t h e Ill-fated ,176 & 1711 UAL STREET IA 6.5300
Gemini VI mission came to an
early and disastrous end.
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For Sale Misc.

THAN'S

LOAN

AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
COLLISION
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for Driver
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CASH?
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MORE
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Under Age
Driver's
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SOMERVILLE
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVE

ITHACA, N.Y. — (UPI) — Six
, year old Thomas White wa4
' killed Saturday when he ra
across the road to get his dog
and was struck by a truck.
Police said the truck was
operated by Raymong Stermer,
Mrs. George White of Newfield.
, Ile was the son of Mr. and
MRS. GERALDINE SHELTON
38, of Irwin.

INSURANCE
AGENCY
OPEN NIGHTS

948-5765
237 SOUTH
PARKWAY W.

WHIR( 101.KS URI VC,u
Off PRIIIR•NTIAt
SIRVICI"

NOTICE

FFICE

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-168 REALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14501

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
Fill

SCHOOL ITEMS
in the order blank today, and start the Defender corning to you weekly.

YOUR NAME

Address

Mother's name

Number of papers wanted weekly.
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
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